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Abstract 
 
Photovoltaic (PV) devices, which directly converts the photons to electricity, can be regarded as one 
of the promising solution for increasing energy demands and concerns environmental pollutions 
induced by fossil fuels. 
Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have received considerable attention within 
few years, due to their excellent electrical and optical properties. Their performance has rapidly 
improved reaching efficiency as high as certified value of 20.1%. However, to reduce the cost for 
production of photovoltaics and give direction towards potential application such as wearable 
electronic textiles, bendable display devices, and portable electronic chargers, fabricating them onto 
flexible substrate should be realized.   
So far, most of flexible PSCs (FPSCs) have been prepared on a plastic substrate. However, there is 
limitation for calcination of TiO2 electrode, which is most often used for electron transport materials 
because it is still holding the efficiency record as well as mesoporous TiO2 layer can solve the 
hysteresis problem of perovskite solar cells, at high temperature onto plastic based substrate due to 
their thermal instability. 
Metal substrate such as Ti, and stainless steel can be considered as viable alternative to plastic 
substrate. Metallic foils can provide several advantages such as superior mechanical and thermal 
stability. Furthermore, they have greater electrical conductivity and low materials cost. 
Although metal substrates offer promising properties, they have the key obstacle to fabricate with 
conventional metal top electrode due to their opacity. Since the light cannot penetrate though metal 
substrate, metal top electrodes should be replaced with transparent conducing materials. 
My thesis presents three different approaches that are aimed at contributing to the development of 
transparent and conductive top electrodes for integrating FPSCs into metal substrate.  
At first, I present silver thin film as a semitransparent top electrode in metal based FPSCs. Since the 
thickness of the Ag layer controls the number of photons penetrating into the active layer and the 
collecting ability, optimizing the thickness of Ag layer is needed. I have varied the thickness of the Ag 
layer, the performance and properties are addressed this part. 
Second, I report indium tin oxide (ITO) for top electrode in a PSCs. ITO has been used as a 
transparent conducting electrode for photovoltaic devices due to its advantages such as low electrical 
resistivity, structural uniformity, and high transparency compared with those of other promising 
transparent conducting materials. Although ITO has superior characteristics, its inherent brittleness 
has limited its use in flexible electrode applications. I suggest that the insertion of an ultra-thin Ag 
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layer (1–3 nm) by thermal evaporation between spiro-MeOTAD and ITO may be a solution to 
enhance the performance and brittleness issue in devices. 
Third, I introduce silver nanowires (AgNWs) for top electrode deposited using spray coating methods. 
Fully solution based indium-free flexible photovoltaics, which has advantages in terms of price and 
process, have potentials to be made scalable commercial production. 
Moreover, efficient fiber-shaped perovskite photovoltaics with AgNWs as top electrode would be 
addressed for future electronic systems. The processes were all fully solution-based, and are therefore 
feasible for large-scale industrial production. 
These strategy in my thesis expected to provide important insight into design of next generation 
photovoltaic cells. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Solar cells  
 
1.1.1 Sun light as the renewable energy sources 
 
The current human society has been mainly supported by fossil fuels such as coal, petroleum and 
natural gas. Total energy consumption for seven billion people in the world assumed to be 
approximately 13 TW and it will increase up to 20 TW in 30 years. However, fossil fuel resources are 
limited for requirements on a global scale and some expert say that it also can be depleted within 
decades. Even it will not be exhausted, the fossil fuels will be regarded as very scarce resources, 
which will lead to considerably enhance the cost. Moreover, various gases such as sulfur oxides, 
nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide and etc. are generated when we combust fossil fuels as energy 
resources, it would be harmful to our environment too. 2 In order to address these issues, alternative 
energy resources are needed to avoid being suffering from lack of energy resources and solve the 
problems in terms of air pollution.3 
 
Figure 1-1. Schematic image for total energy resources.
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A lot of promising candidates of renewable energy, should be efficient, cost-effective, and 
environmentally friendly, have been considered such as wind, hydro, nuclear, and sunlight. Among the 
renewable energy sources, solar energy can be regarded as the strongest alternative due to the 
following reasons as given below.  
Solar energy is the most abundant and sustainable energy resources in the world. The sunlight 
contains nearly 23,000 TW per year as energy worth. The amount of energy in a year surpasses more 
than a hundred times the energy of the world’s entire fossil fuel reserves. Even the tiniest fraction of 
that sunlight, it is able to cover the lack of the energy. Moreover, there is no limitation for decision 
about place, where it can be installed, unlike other type of renewable energy conversion systems. 
Besides, it can solves the problem regarding PCE by introducing PV cells, which converts directly the 
photons to electricity. 4-5  
 Consequently, PV energy is now becoming competitive with fossil fuels and take a substantial 
portion of electricity market. It will be more enhanced market awareness by improving the power 
conversion efficiencies and reducing the cost for the fabrication of PV cells. 
 
1.1.2 Overview on photovoltaic (PV) technologies 
 
A solar cells, also known as PV cells, is the direct conversion system, which converts light into 
electricity without assistance of any machines. PV systems as an unlimited energy sources provide 
longer sevice tiems with reducing maintenance costs. PV systems provide output from micro-power to 
mega-power. As a result, the system can be used in various fields such as a power generation source, 
water pumping, in remote buildings, and home made with solar panel, as well as for outer space.  
Many reseach regarding PV technology have been stutied for improving PCE and staiblity as well as 
reducing the cost for fabrication. Since first practical PV, which was manufactured at Bell laboratory 
in 1954 with effciency of 6 %, was introduced and now conversion of solar energy into electricity 
through PV cells was now reached over 40 %. Figure 1-2 represents history for the improvement of 
various tpyes of solar cells. 
Silicon based solar cells, called as first generation solar cells, was first introduced in 1954, by 
combining n-tpye and p-tpye siilicon, which forms PN junction and depletion layer. This type of solar 
cells generate current via the PV effect when sunlight reached at the semiconductor layer. Nowadays 
single p-n junction crystalline silicon devices are widely used with high PCE. and commercialized in 
various areas. However, their PCE are almost saturated at theoretical values, so it is difficult to  
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Figure 1-2 Chart of Best Research-Cell Efficiencies. 
 
enhance the efficiency of solar cells using only crystalline silicon materials. 6 Consecontly, the 
significant efforts have been focused to design new compounds, as the sensitizer replacing silicon 
with other materials, such as gallium arsenide (GaAs), copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS), and 
cadmium telluride (CdTe), and quantum dots. These kinds of solar cells, as called second generation 
solar cells, has a lot of advantages like outstanding electron mobility and intergrating into flexible 
substare with very thin active layer, because it has high absorption coefficient. Although their 
outstanding properties are shown in solar cells, it needs to overcome some problems, for 
commercialization of them, such as low PCE and toxicity of some elements like cadimium. 
Recently, organic polymer solar cells and DSCs, as called third generation solar cells, are being 
regarded as next generation solar cells with simple structure, light weight, easy fabrication process, 
and cost-efficient materials for synthesis and manufacturing. Besides, these state-of-the-art solar cells 
can be made scalably by roll-to-toll fabrication on polymer substrate, which enables the 
implementation of high throughput production lines, as a resulat, wolud be expected to reduce the cost 
significantly. 7-8  
Therefore it is concluded that both third generation solar cells have large potential to alternatives, for 
commercial market in near future, to silicon based solar cells, which dominate the commercial share, 
even though they couln’t show the high PCE and best stabitliy yet. The mixed PSCs, which is a new 
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class of solar cells, have shown the unprecedentedly rapid progress within only few years. Althogh, 
the first efficient PSCs were reported with PCE of 3.8 % in 2012, now reached a confirmed PCE of 
over 20 %. Furthermore, approacing more high PCE value can be realized by optimizing the 
perovskite materials and structure of devices in near future. Consequently, the development of PSCs 
will open a new classification for solving the challenge of energy crisis. 9  
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1.2 Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) 
 
1.2.1 Overview of DSCs 
 
Mesoscopic solar cells have been regarded as the third generation PV due to their low cost and facile 
fabrication approach. The history of DSCs are started from Memming in 1972 at first time. 10 The 
possibility for the movement of electrons from the dye, light absorbed, into semiconductors was found 
at the semiconductors anchored with dye molecules. In 1977, Matumura et al. have reported the PV 
properties in wet-type cells using natural dyes.11 However, they achieved very low PCE of 1.5 % at 
specific wavelength. In 1991, highly efficient DSCs was introduced using organometallic dye and 
nanocrystalline anatase TiO2. 12 They have reported a PCE of over 7 % at simulated 1 sun light. 
Considerable development of DSCs in the 1990s have opened up new horizons in the field of PV due 
to the attractive technical features such as their low-cost, ease of fabrication, semitransparency, and 
enabling to be colorful. 13-14 As a result, DSCs have been received a tremendous attention, as an 
 
 
Figure 1-3 Schematic image for structure of (a) liquid type of DSCs (b) solid-state DSCs. 15 
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alternaive to conventional silicon solar cells, with obtained efficiency value enhanced from 7 % to 
over 13 %, recently achieved at the lab scale, 16 as wells as around PCE of 10 % was achieved in large 
area module. 17 In general, the device architecture in DSCs consists of a dye as light absorber, 
nanostructured semiconductor oxide, usually used TiO2, a electrolyte for dye regeneration, and a 
counter electrode for collecting electrons. 
 
1.2.2 All solid-state DSCs (ssDSCs)  
 
 
Figure 1-4 Schematic image for the electron-transfer processes in the dye-sensitized solar cells with 
approximate redox potentials and band energies of different components. Reproduced with 
permission.18 
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Although a little high PCE of up to 13 % was achieved, there are some critical drawback in 
conventional liquid type of DSCs. Liquid electrolyte, composed of iodide-triiodide mixture in a low 
viscosity organic solvent, has caused leakage and volatile nature of solvent in solar cells, which 
affects long term stability as well as more development of solar cells. 19 One of the methods to address 
this issue is the usage of solid-state electrolytes. In 2001, Bach et al. have reported their research on 
spiro-MeOTAD as HTM in place of the liquid based electrolyte. 18 Although the PCE under one sun 
intensity was less than 1 %, the solid-state electrolyte might become viable alternatives to the 
conventional liquid type with improved stability. Main reason for the low PCE is assumed due to 
interfacial recombination losses between spiro-MeOTAD and TiO2. In order to overcome this problem, 
tBP and LiTFSI was incorporated in spiro-MeOTAD, which have shown improved PCE of 2. 56 % at 
AM 1.5 one sun condition. 20 A gradual improvement of PCE occurred in a decade and have reached 
over 7 % by increasing the conductivity of spiro-MeOTAD more than an order of magnitude via 
doping cobalt complex with high absorption coefficient organic dye in 2011. 21 Although it was highly 
progressed in ssDSCs, the PCE was still low compared with liquid based DSCs. Several attempts have 
been conducted to find alternative polymeric HTM to replace spiro-MeOTAD, because low PCE was 
mainly caused due to higher recombination losses, though it was significantly improved, than 
conventional DSCs. 22-24 However, the PV performance of ssDSCs was shown inferior to those 
containing spiro-MeOTAD due to the incomplete pore filling with the polymeric HTM into the 
mesopores. 25-26 In 2012, Chung et al. have reported inorganic perovskite materials, CsSnI3, as an 
efficient HTM, which resulted in a PCE of 8.5 % under standard AM 1.5 with a mask. 27 
Meanwhile, inorganic p-type semiconductors used as an absorber could replace metal complexes or 
organic dyes in ssDSCs, have been proposed as a promising candidate due to their high molar 
extinction co-efficient and tunable optical properties. 28-29 Most metal complexes or organic sensitizers 
have low absorption co-efficients, which are not enough in a thin thickness (~ 2 um) of metal oxide 
film. 30 
 
1.2.3 Key efficiency parameters of a DSCs 
 
1.2.3.1 Efficiency  
 
The overall sunlight-to-electrcic-power conversion efficiency of DSC can be expressed as given 
below :  
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The FF is is defined as the ratio of ImaxVmax/IscVoc. And four parameters of Isc, Voc, FF and η can be 
regarded as the important factor for photovoltaics. Note that measurement conditions should be 
carefully considered for exact efficiency. The standard conditions are considered AM1.5 with a 
temperature of 25°C. 
 
 
Figure 1-5 Photocurrent-voltage curve. The FF are represented as the ratio of the maximum power of 
the solar cell to the product of Voc and Isc. 
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1.2.3.2 Quantum efficiency (QE) 
 
 
Figure 1-6 Graph of QE for silicon solar cells. The monochromatic wavelength depends on the 
photocurrent.  
The term QE is a quntum-yield term for the overall charge-injection collection process, which was 
measured using monochromatic light as single wavelength source. QE can be calculated as 1, once all 
photon generates the current. The external QE of the photovoltaics contains optical losses from the 
transmission and reflection. While the internal QE, which does not consider transmittance and 
reflection, is modified from external QE.   
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1.3 Emergency of organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells (PSCs) 
 
A new materials, is to achieve breakthrough, sometimes brings enoumous hopes and receives great 
attention in scientific fields. It enable to expand rapid progress in their area and provide it to use in a 
wide range of possibilities. One of the new materials, organic-inorganic hybrid perovksite, emerged 
into the PV community, which has caused considerable improvement of new device architectures only 
within few years.  
No any more development of ssDSCs was achieved until early in 2012. Meanwhile, CH3NH3PbX3 
( X = Br, I) perovskite nanocrystals as absorber was first attemped to liquid based DSCs by Miyasaka 
group in 2009. 31 They have shown the PCE of 3.8 % and 3.1 % for CH3NH3PbI3 and CH3NH3PbBr3 
based cells, respectively. After 2 years, Park et al. have reported improved PCE of 6.54 % at 1 sun 
illumination using apploximately 2-3 nm sized CH3NH3PbI3 nanocrystals. 32 Although they have 
achieved imporved PCE, there still remains problem regarding stability because they used iodine. 
 
 
Figure 1-7 The progress in PCE of organic-inorganic perovskite solar cells, the data with red-letter 
represent certified PCE. Reproduced with permission. 33  
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Figure 1-8 Architecture of perovskite solar cells. (a) Optical image of device. (b) Schematic of Cross-
sectional structure of the device. (c) SEM image with cross view of the device. (d) Magnification of 
Active layer-under layer-FTO interface. Reproduced with permission. 34 
 
 
 
Figure 1-9 Schematic images for the charge transfer and charge transport in a perovskite solar cells (a) 
injecting to TiO2 electrode (left) and a non-injecting Al2O3-electrode based solar cell (right) with 
energy landscapes, respectively. Reproduced with permission. 35  
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based liquid electrolyte for their system, which made rapidly CH3NH3PbI3 nanocrystals by dissolution. 
Breakthrough for this limitation of liquid based CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells and ssDSCs was achieved in 
middle of 2012 by Park et al. 34 They have exhibited a high PCE of 9.7 % under the simulated 
AM1.5G one sun illumination using perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 nanocrystals with spiro-MeOTAD. 
Moreover, this high PCE remains largely unchanged up to 500 h. This result has triggered to intensive 
research on perovskite PV.  
At the same time, Snaith et al. have developed high PCE of over 10 %, using CH3NH3PbI2Cl 
perovskite with mesoporous alumina scaffold, where Al2O3 was used in place of mesoporous n-type 
TiO2. 35 In this case, the mixed perovskite served as both light absorber and electron transporter, 
which have shown overwhelming Voc of 1.1 V. On the other hand, Seok et al. have achieved PCE of 
12 % under standard AM 1.5 conditions. 36 They have used thin polymeric HTM (~30 nm), named 
PTAA, instead relatively thick spiro-MeOTAD (~500 nm). They have claimed achievement of 
superior PCE was attributed to reduce series resistance. One of the most outstanding developments in 
this area was achieved by Gratzel group in 2013. 37 They have introduced the sequential deposition 
method for the perovskite film in placing of one-step deposition previously used. They have first 
deposited PbI2 layer using spin-coated, and immersed in CH3NH3I solution. This method enable 
inhomogeneous morphology, which involved uncontrolled precipitation of the perovskite, to uniform 
the morphology of the perovskite film. Their PCE of 14.1 % with certified value was obtained.  
The preparation of planar heterojunction perovskite also was investigated on the basis of previous 
study by replacing TiO2 with Al2O3 for configuration of mesoporous ETL as scaffold layer. 35 This 
reports have demonstrated perovskite possesses unique ambipolar properties, simultaneously 
generated electron-hole pair and transport. These work help to proceed the fabrication of simplified 
vapor-deposited heterojunction architectures. Snaith et al. have attained PCE of 15 % using mixed 
 
 
Figure 1-10 The development of history in perovskite solar cells showing structural modification from 
the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite dot deposited on TiO2 surface to the mixed halide CH3NH3PbI2Cl 
perovskite thin layer on the surface of Al2O3 film as the scaffold layer, the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite-
infiltrated nanocomposite and the planar p-n junction without mesoporous oxide layer. Reproduced 
with permission. 38 
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halide perovskite, CH3NH3PbI3-xClx, as the absorber without mesoporous layer. 39 Yang et al. have 
reported advancing PSCs technologies with engineering interface carefully. 40 The PCE of 19.3% was 
achieved by using yttrium-doped TiO2 as blocking layer. More recently, new approach to improve 
PCE through employing combination of FAPbI3, which contains FA cations instead of MA cations at 
the A site of the AMX3 perovskite structure, and MAPbBr3 was investigated from KRICT. Their 
methodology was rewarded with PCE of 19% and with a record value of 17.9%, respectively. 41 
Finally, further improvement based on their method was achieved PCE of up to 20.1% with certified 
value.  
 Recent breakthroughs and progress in the new field of PSCs have been on successful ride blooming 
considerable results with PCE of over 20 %. This achievements were done only within few years. As 
a result, editors at the journal, Science, have selected this new type of solar cells technology as one of 
their top 10 biggest scientific breakthroughs of 2013. These research would be continuously managed 
through design the materials and device engineering. Consequently, further improvement of PCE 
could be expected and it will be a competitive alternative to silicon based solar cells at the 
commercialization market in near future. 
 
1.3.1 Crystal structure and related properties 
 
 
 
Figure 1-11 Schematic illustrating perovskite structure of ABX3. Perovskite structure are shown  
BX6 octahedral (left) and AX12 cuboctahedral geometry (right). Reproduced with permission. 38 
 
Perovskite is the common nomenclature for compounds, which has a general ABX3 (X – oxygen, 
carbon, nitrogen, or halogen) formula. In the cubic unit cell, the cation ‘A’ is located at the eight 
corners of the cube and cation ‘M’coordinates with six ‘X’ anions as shown Figure 1-11. In general, 
the cation A is larger than the cation B, and this makes it is difficult to occupy the bulky cubo-
octahedral site. Typical perovskite materials consist of oxide and they shows the outstanding 
properties such as magnetoresistance, ferroelectricity, anti-ferromagnetism, anti-ferroelectricity, and 
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magnetoelectricity. 42 On the other hand, halide perovskite, ABX3 (X is F, Cl, Br, or I), are well 
known as the interesting optical, electrical and magnetic properties. 43-44  The basic physical 
properties of CH3NH3PbX3 are given below.  
Dielectric constants can be estimated a 23.9, 25.5, and 28.8 for X=Cl, Br and I, respectively. And the 
value of dipole moments are expected to be 0.85, 0.766 and 0.854 for X = Cl, Br and I, respectively. 45 
According to decrease in size from I to Cl, bandgap energy increase. The bandgap is calculated as 
1.57 eV (X=I), 1.80 eV (X=Br) and 2.34 eV (X=Cl) for the cubic structure of CH3NH3PbX3, which is 
similar result compared to previous report. 46  
Crystal stabilization of perovskite ABX3 will be able to estimated according to Goldschmidt tolerance 
factor (t), where t= (rA +rX)/[21/2(rB + rx)], where rA, rB, and rX are the effective ionic radii for the ions 
in the A, B, and X sites, respectively. For transition metal cations having oxide perovskite, it can be 
stabilized when ‘t’ is in arrange between 0.76 and 1.13. While octahedral distortion can be expected 
when t < 1. However, it is not related solely to the tolerance factor. 38 
Since the first report for organotin iodide, which represents semiconductor-to-metal transition, in 
1994, 47 based on their interesting electrical properites, organometal halide perovskite has been  
 
 
Table 1 Estimation values for A cation radii in AMX3 (M=Pb2+ or Sn2+; X=Cl-, Br-, or I-). 48 
aEffective ionic radii for 6 coordination number. 
bt= (rA +rX)/[21/2(rB + rx)] 
Ba Xa rAb (pm) at t=0.8 rAb (pm) at t=1.0 
Pb2+ (r=119 pm)
Cl- (r=181 pm) 158.4 243.3 
Br- (r=196 pm) 160.4 249.5 
I- (r=220 pm) 163.5 259.4 
Sn2+ (r=119 pm)
Cl- (r=181 pm) 157.3 241.8 
Br- (r=196 pm) 159.3 248.1 
I- (r=220 pm) 162.4 258.0 
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Figure 1-12 Schematic images of optimized structure for cubic CH3NH3PbI3. The Unit cell (left) and 
the 4 * 4 * 4 supercell. (right) Reproduced with permission. 49 
 
considerably researched.  
People has focused on the metallic or superconducting properties of organometal halide perovskite at 
first, which has utilized for their optical properties in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). 
Electronic excitation could lead to both Frenkel-type excitons, which has high exciton binding energy 
and small Bohr exciton radius, and Wannier-type excitons, which has a low exciton binding energy 
and large Bohr exciton radius. 
For the CH3NH3PbX3 (X = Br, I) perovskites has relatively higher dielectric constants and therefore, it 
will produce Wannier-type excitons. As a result, the free charge carriers or the weakly bound excitons 
can be created when light illuminated due to the appropriate thermal energy compared to exciton 
binding energies (kBT ~ 26 meV, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature). 50 
Consequently, the halide perovskite photovoltaics achieved a high Voc from the generation of 
Wannier-type excitons.  
In general, the ionic compound shows a high dielectric constant, which depends on the frequency of 
the applied electric field. Consequently, halide perovskite has relatively high dielectric constant from 
the compounds of organic and inorganic parts. Furthermore, high dielectric constant represents high 
capacitance due to the linear relationship of them. According to recent report, 51 the charge carriers 
can be accumulated in the CH3NH3PbX3 perovskite itself, which resulting that Wannier type excitons 
are generated when light illuminated, and then could build up high Voc. 
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Figure 1-13 Schematic image for cubic tin based perovskite compounds (top) and resistivity as a 
function of temperature for tin based perovskite (bottom). Reproduced with permission. 47 
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1.3.2 Mechanism of a PSCs 
 
Figure 1-14 Schematic diagram of energy levels and electron transfer process for architecture of 
TiO2/perovskite/spiro-MeOTAD. Reproduced with permission. 52  
 
In order to develop the high performance of PSCs, it is important to understand of mechanism of 
photoinduced charge transfer processes in their system. It can be devided as given below.  
When perovksite absorbs light, electron-hole pairs can be created in perovskite. After thermalization 
of the carriers, exciton can be formed. Charge separation then take place, and then electron and hole 
injection ouccers as follows. 
 
Electron injection :  
ሺ݁ି …݄ାሻ௣௘௥௢௩௦௞௜௧௘ → ݁௖௕				ି െ ሺܱܶ݅ଶሻ ൅ ݄ାሺ௣௘௥௢௩௞௦௞௜௧௘ሻ            (1a) 
݄ାሺ௣௘௥௢௩௞௦௞௜௧௘ሻ → ݄ାሺு்ெሻ                        (1b) 
 
Hole injection : 
ሺ݁ି …݄ାሻ௣௘௥௢௩௦௞௜௧௘ → ݄ାሺு்ெሻ ൅	݁ିሺ௣௘௥௢௩௞௦௞௜௧௘ሻ            (2a) 
݁ିሺ௣௘௥௢௩௞௦௞௜௧௘ሻ → ݁௖௕				ିሺ்௜ைమሻ                        (2b) 
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However, it remains unclear that it can be happen first that electron or hole injection process occurs 
and whether electron injection into mesoporous film or not. 
In sequnce, exciton annihilation are shown as follows. 
 
ሺ݁ି …݄ାሻ௣௘௥௢௩௦௞௜௧௘ → ݄ݒᇱ	                        (3) 
ሺ݁ି …݄ାሻ௣௘௥௢௩௦௞௜௧௘ → ߘ	                        (4) 
 
Back electron transfer :  
݁௖௕				ିሺ்௜ைమሻ 	൅ 	݄ାሺ௣௘௥௢௩௦௞௜௧௘ሻ → ߘ                      (5) 
 
Back charge transfer :  
݄ାሺு்ெሻ ൅	݁ିሺ௣௘௥௢௩௞௦௞௜௧௘ሻ → ߘ                      (6) 
 
Charge recombination :  
݁௖௕				ିሺ்௜ைమሻ ൅ ݄ାሺு்ெሻ → ߘ	                        (7) 
 
There are probability of reaction like exciton annihilation, which leads to photoluminescence 
(equation 3), also non-radiative (equation 4) and interfaces recombination (equation 5 – 7) occurred. 
The Kinetics of these electron transfer process in perovskite photovoltaics can be expected to enable 
improving the performance of PSCs. 
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1.3.3 Device architectures of a PSCs 
 
 
Figure 1-15 The evolution of perovskite solar cells in terms of structure From a mesoscopic to a 
planar type. a. ‘Meso-superstructred’ PSCs. b. perovskite infiltrate to mesoscopic TiO2 scaffold. c. 
planar heterojunction solar cells without mesoporous layer. Reproduced with permission. 53 
 
As the common device configuration for PCSs consists of n-type mesoporous layer such as TiO2 and 
ZnO. In general, compact TiO2 hole blocking layer, using spray pyrolysis method, was deposited on 
top of the fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) substrate. Making uniform and pinhole-free hole blocking 
layer is inevitable to improve the performance of PSCs because it inhibits direct recombination at 
interface between FTO and perovskite. For designing n-type TiO2, most common device architecture 
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for PSCs, diluted TiO2 paste is coated on top of hole-blocking layer, and then annealed at high 
temperature (~ 450 ℃) to remove organic binders. The porosity of mesoporous layer can be 
controlled with different composition of filler. Thickness of mesoporous layer also can be changed as 
variation of solvent concentration. And then, perovskite, which was made from mixing MAI and PbI2 
in polar solvent such as GBL or DMF, is infiltrated into mesoporous layer. Followed by HTM, spiro-
MeOTAD and PTAA, and metal electrode is deposited by spin coating and thermal evaporation, 
respectively.  
 
 
 
Figure 1-16 Schematic illustrating process for preparing the perovskite solar cells. Reproduced with 
permission. 38 
 
Furthermore, a lot of other nanostructured TiO2 materials such as nanorods, 54 nanofibers, 55 and 
nonosheets 56 were applied for fabricating PSCs.  
On the other hand, ZnO can be viable replacement of TiO2 mesoporous layer. 57-58 Although a lot of 
research was conducted such as n-type mesoporous layer, there is no evidence for improving the 
efficiency compared to the absence of mesoporous layer. However, modulating thickness of 
mesoporous layer can affect the PCE in photovoltaics. Consequently, it is important to find the 
balance of optimal thickness for improving performance.  
 Another type of PSCs configuration is the meso-super-structured solar cells (MSSCs), which was 
invented by Snaith group in 2012. This architecture contains insulating mesoporous layer such as 
Al2O3 59-60 and ZrO2 61 on top of the compact TiO2 instead of n-type mesoporous layer. Unlike PSCs 
employing the n-type mesoporous TiO2, insulating mesoporous layer acts as a scaffold. The result for 
this type of PSCs represents lack of the n-type mesoporous layer can transport electron well in 
perovskite layer itself. Moreover, it can be considered as continuous layer in contrast to previous 
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study, which had applied perovskite as quantum dots. 32  
The accomplishment for absence of n-type mesoporous layer could lead to moving into new 
configurations, planar thin film solar cells, of the PSCs. Planar type PSCs provided simple fabrication 
procedure, no metal-oxide configuration was needed, and also provides solution of pore filling 
problem induced from mesoporous structure. This planar type have also been further studied largely 
with two types. One is the positive configuration like FTO/blocking layer TiO2/perovskite/spiro-
MeOTAD/metal electrode, the other one is inverted configuration consisting of 
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/PCBM/metal electrode. Former type is similar with mesoporous 
structure, only mesoporous layer was removed. Latter type was inspired by the structure of bulk 
hetero junction (BHJ) organic solar cells.  
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1.3.4 Deposition methods of perovskite layer 
 
 
 
Figure 1-18 Schematic images of various solution-based deposition methods for fabricating perovskite 
layer. (a) One step deposition (b) Two step sequential process. (c) Two step spin-coating method. 
Reproduced with permission. 9 
 
When perovskite solar cells reported at first, Miyasaka group has used single precursor solution for 
deposing the film as light absorbers by spin coating method. Solution of CH3NH3PbI3 was made from 
mixing MAI and PbI2 or PbCl in polar solvents such as γ-butyrolactone (GBL) and N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF). Thickness of the perovskite film was varied by the concentration of 
solution and the speed of spin coating. However this one-step deposition method could lead to 
ununiform morphology due to the very fast crystallization process which affects the perovskite 
properties. This uncontinuous perovskite film has caused the possibility of higher recombination 
process at the interface between TiO2 and sprio-MeOTAD.  
To address this issue, many researchers have tried to fabricate uniform perovskite film to reduce the 
recombinaiton in devices. A considerable development for morphology of perovksite film was  
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Figure 1-19 Schematic images of several Vapor-based deposition methods for fabricating perovskite 
layer. (a) Dual source vacuum process. (b) Sequential vapor method. (c) Solution deposition and 
vapor assisted process. Reproduced with permission. 9 
 
ahcieved by gratzel group in 2013. They have followed sequential deposition process, which was 
developed by Mitzi and coworkers, 62 for the fabricating continuous active layer. The first deposited 
PbI2 on the TiO2 layer, followed by immersion into MAI solution in IPA solvent. The yellow PbI2 
converts to form the CH3NH3PbI3 with dark brown color after dipping process. After that, many kinds 
of the methods, such as mixture of solvents, 63 inserting additives, 64-65 and solvent engineering 66, to 
continuous film formation were performed and developed for higher PCE in PSCs.  
Besides the progress in solution based deposition for active layer, vapor deposition method has also 
been performed for obtaining uniform layer. Snaith group has at first developed an efficient planar 
photovoltaics by dual source evaporation of MAI and PbCl2.39 They have achieved exceptionally 
uniform film. Moreover, Yang group has reported vapor assisted solution process. 67 They have 
applied both solution deposition and vapor treatment for transformation. Very uniform layer was 
prepared from exposing the vapor of MAI with slow rate.  
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Chapter 2 Flexible solar cells 
 
2.1 Flexible DSCs (FDSCs)  
 
2.1.1 FDSCs on a polymer substrate  
 
 
Figure 2-1 Sandwich-type architectures for flexible dye-sensitized solar cells with optical photographs. 
Reproduced with permission. 1 
 
DSCs are usually prepared on a FTO coated glass, rather than ITO for thermal stabiltiy, because it 
needs to high temperature for calcination of TiO2 electrode, for removing the organic binders, as well 
as provides barrier towards water and oxygen penetration into the photovoltaic devices. Meanwhile, it 
is inevitable to intergrate photovoltaics into flexible substrate for various potential applications such 
as portable electronic chargers, bendable display devices, and wearable electronic textiles. In recent 
years, extensive research in terms of flexible DSCs, on plastic films or thin metal foils, have been 
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investigated based on their advantages such as low-cost, lightweight, and possibility for roll-to-roll 
process. 1-3  
However, there is a limitation for fabricating photovoltaics on polymer substrate due to the processing 
temperature, which should be typically made lower than 120 – 150 ℃. Therefore, many reports 
regarding polymer substrate based DSCs are focused to develop alternative materials and processing 
techniques for facilitaing conditions to be made at low temperature. 4-9 
 
2.1.2 FDSCs on a metal substrate  
 
 
Figure 2-2 Optical image of flexible dye-sensitized solar cells on a stainless steel substrate. 
Reproduced with permission. 10  
 
Figure 2-3 Schematic image of FDSCs irradiated through PEN/ITO/Pt counter electrode. Reproduced 
with permission. 11 
 
Although ITO coated Polymer substrate has been used to fabricate flexible DSCs in general, their 
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poor stability from the ingress of moisture and oxygen is restriced them from commercialization. 
Moreover, the relatively low PCE with plastic substrate is mainly caused from maximum practical 
processing temperatures below 150 ℃. 12  Because, low temperature conditions could lead to 
contact problems for both inter-particle and film-substrate adhesion.  
In order to address above issues, metal substrate can be viable alternative to polymer based substrates. 
Metals, such as Ti or StS, substrate can endure at high temperature. Therefore, there is no limitation 
for fabricating well connected TiO2 working electrode. Moreover, Ti have shown the better surface for 
thermal processing and paste adhesion, and also conductivity and barrier properties compared to ITO-
coated polymeric substrates. 13 
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2.1.3 FDSCs in a wire format  
 
 
 
Figure 2-4 Various kinds of fiber based DSCs. (a) Optical photograph for a twisted DSCs. (b) SEM 
image of a twisted DSCs. (c) SEM image of fiber-shaped solid state DSCs. (d) optical image of the 
FDSCs with length of 30 cm. (e) Schematic image of FDSCs. (f) photo graph of photovoltaic in a 
module. Reproduced with permission. 3 
Fiber shaped photovoltaics have been received intense attention over the past few decade due to a lot 
of advantages such as flexibility, light weight, and weavability. Fiber based format provides the 
application in various range. Fiber electrode with mechanical and electrical property is important 
parameter for high performance. In general, metal wires, such as stainless steel wires, platinum wires, 
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and titanium wires, have been widely used for fabrication of FDSCs. However, disadvantages 
including relatively low flexiblity and high weight of the metal wires, as well as high cost for 
fabrication process, have restricted their practical applications. 14 Alternative of this metal based wire 
should be developed in near future.  
 
2.2 Flexible PSCs (FPSCs)  
 
 
Figure 2-5 PSCs on a polymer substrate. (a) p-i-n, HTM/perovskite/ETM n-i-p, (b) 
ETM/perovskite/HTM architectures. Reproduced with permission. 15-16 
 
PSCs integrating into a flexible substrate are being received much attention due to their processing 
temperature below 150 ℃. This type of photovoltaics are just opened since end of 2013. Hence, there 
are considerable possibility to develop a high efficiency and durable solar cells and applying it to 
various fields for electronic applications. FPSCs are typically divided by two types of structures. One 
is (n-type semiconductor-intrinsic semiconductor-p-type semiconductor) n-i-p, ETL/perovskite/HTM, 
the other is p-i-n, HTM/perovskite/ETL architectures.  
Furthermore, PSCs in a fiber format was successfully demonstrated in recent years using CNT sheets 
as the transparent electrode and aligned TiO2 nanotubes as the ETL. 17 They have achieved a PCE of 
3.5%, which is lower than other type of photovoltaics. Further improvement is required to optimize 
the cells for higher PCE. 
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Chapter 3 Flexible organo-metal halide perovskite solar cells on a Ti metal 
substrate 
 
This chapter reproduced with permission from M. Lee, et al, J. Mater. Chem. A, 2015, 3, 4129, 
Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. 
 
 
 
3.1 Overview 
 
Organo-metal halide perovskite solar cells have received much attention in the field of photovoltaics 
in recent years. Here, we report that a flexible perovskite solar cell based on metal substrate. It 
showed a power conversion efficiency of over 6% for the first time using a silver thin film as a semi-
transparent top electrode on a Ti substrate. 
 
3.2 Introduction 
 
Organo-metal halide perovskite solar cells, a new generation of all-solid-state solar cells, have 
received a great deal of attention owing to their superior power conversion efficiency (PCE) of over 
19% with simple fabrication processes.1-5 One of the most prevalent structures of perovskite solar 
cells consist of TiO2 layers with a perovskite layer for the sensitizer, a hole transfer layer (HTL), and a 
metal layer such as gold (Au) and silver (Ag) for the top electrode.6-7 However, such a structure 
requires high-temperature conditions above 450 °C in order to prepare the TiO2 films, and this 
restricts their compatibility with a wide range of applications embedded in polymer-based flexible 
substrates,8-9 an issue that dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) have faced. To overcome this issue in 
DSSCs, various attempts have been applied such as low-temperature sintering,10-11 pressure-assisted 
working electrode preparation,12-13 or hydrothermal crystallization.14 Although the abovementioned 
methods could facilitate fabrication of a flexible substrate, low efficiencies are the main obstacles for 
various further applications because of the charge recombination at imperfect interfaces between the 
TiO2 nanoparticles and the conductive substrate, as well as between TiO2 nanoparticles.15-16 Moreover, 
there are many disadvantages for applying indium tin oxide (ITO) in solar cells, such as brittleness, 
chemical instability under acidic or basic conditions, and the high cost of indium. Therefore, devices 
with ITO electrodes are unsuitable for commercialization in terms of providing a cost-effective and 
flexible system.17-19 
Metal substrates can be a viable alternative to ITO-PET substrates, offering advantages such as high-
temperature control without the use of expensive ITO.20 In order to adopt metal substrates for 
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perovskite solar cells, a transparent top electrode with high lateral conductivity to collect charge 
carriers is required. Recently, some results using an ultra-thin metal film (UTMF) as a semi-
transparent electrode have been reported for solar cells21-22 and tandem devices.23 
Here, we demonstrate organo-metal halide perovskite solar cells on Ti substrates for the first time 
using semi-transparent UTMF. Flexible, ITO-free hybrid perovskite solar cells on metallic supporting 
substrate have reached a high power conversion efficiency of 6.15%, with an open-circuit voltage (Voc) 
of 0.889 V, a short-circuit current density (Jsc) of 9.5 mA cm-2, and a fill factor (FF) of 0.728 under 
standard AM1.5 conditions, which is the first report for solid-state perovskite solar cells on metal 
substrates. Also, remarkable efficiency was maintained when the devices were bent 50 times. This  
 
 
 
Figure 3-1 (a) Device structure of perovskite solar cell using titanium substrate with ultra-thin metal 
film (UTMF). (b) Cross-sectional image of full cells. 
novel approach, in combination with high-efficiency hybrid perovskite solar cells, represents an 
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important milestone for low-cost fabrication on a large scale with a roll-to-roll process.  
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
 
The flexible perovskite solar cells were prepared on 127 μm thick Ti foil with UTMF as semi-
transparent top electrode. A dense TiO2 dense layer was deposited on a Ti substrate by spray pyrolysis, 
followed by TiCl4 treatment and annealing in a furnace. A mesoporous TiO2 (mp-TiO2) film was 
deposited on the abovementioned film by spin-coating and annealed in a furnace. A CH3NH3PbI3 
solution was spin coated with toluene dripping during the spin-coating to produce a highly uniform 
thin film, which was subsequently kept on a hot plate. Following the CH3NH3PbI3 film deposition, 
spiro-MeOTAD as the HTL was applied by spin-coating. The device was completed by thermal 
evaporation of various  
 
 
 
Figure 3-2 (a) Schematic image for light harvesting to perovskite layer from top illumination.
(b) Optical image of the bare glass (left) and with 12 nm of UTMF/spiro-MeOTAD on glass
(right).  
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Figure 3-3 Transmittance of the UTMF/spiro-MeOTAD with UTMF top illumination.  
 
thicknesses of thin Ag films as the top electrode. Full device fabrication procedure and characterizatio
n are provided in the experimental part.  
A few reports for perovskite photovoltaics using UTMF on glass substrates were recently reported for 
constructing semi-transparent solar cells. The authors designed semi-transparent perovskite 
photovoltaics with relatively high efficiencies through the use of islands or a thinner light-absorbing 
layer and a thin metal film as the top electrode, which facilitated extension of new technology to other 
areas of solar cell research. The schematic design for our experiment, integrating perovskite solar  
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Figure 3-4 UV-vis absorption spectra of CH3NH3PbI3.  
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Figure 3-5 Average photovoltaic parameters of perovskite solar cells on Ti substrate at different Ag 
thicknesses: (a) PCE, (b) Jsc, (c) Voc, and (d) FF.  
 
Figure 3-6 I–V curve of best efficiency for metal substrate perovskite solar cells. Inset figure 
shows IPCE for that cell. 
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Figure 3-7 I–V curves of perovskite solar cells using UTMF (12 nm of Ag film) on glass substrate 
with front and back illumination.  
 
cells into a metal substrate using UTMF from cathode-side illumination, is shown in Figure 3-1 (a). 
To utilize perovskite materials on a metal substrate, UTMF as the top semi-transparent electrode was 
introduced as a simple procedure via thermal evaporation. The regular fabrication procedure for a 
conventional structure24 was applied for layers other than the bottom substrate and the thickness of the 
top electrode. The prototype of a metal-based flexible perovskite solar cell with UTMF and its cross- 
 
 
Figure 3-8 Efficiency stability depending on bending cycle in perovskite solar cells based on 
Ti substrate. Inset image represents optical image during bending test. 
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Table 2 Average photovoltaic parameters in batch of sixteen devices measured under 100 mW cm-2 
simulated AM 1.5 G illumination. (parenthesis represents highest value) 
 
Ag thickness Voc / V Jsc / mA cm-2 FF (%) PCE (%) 
Ag 8nm 2.97 ± 1.28 (5.30) 0.766 ± 0.064 (0.865) 20.82 ± 4.24 (30.10) 0.46 ± 0.18 (0.77)
Ag 12nm 7.04± 1.74 (9.50) 0.855 ± 0.023 (0.903) 67.71 ± 5.20 (74.80) 4.07 ± 1.08 (6.15)
Ag 16nm 5.45± 1.00 (6.50) 0.835 ± 0.045 (0.889) 58.93 ± 5.63 (68.10) 2.70 ± 0.66 (3.85)
Ag 20nm 4.53± 0.94 (6.10) 0.756 ± 0.061 (0.846) 57.92 ± 8.15 (69.10) 2.03 ± 0.65 (2.99)
 
sectional image are provided Figure 3-9 (a) and Figure 3-1 (b), respectively. In order to see a cross-
sectional view of the structure, a field ion beam with Ga ions was applied with 30 kV. Since the Ti 
substrate was not cut as a glass substrate, the Ga ion beam etched the structure until a cross-sectional 
view could be obtained at a tilted angle. While milling the thin film, the Ag layer was damaged by the 
highly kinetic Ga ion source. Therefore, the thin Ag layer does not look continuous, and thickened 
islands appeared, as shown in Figure 3-1 (b).  
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Figure 3-9 (a) Optical image of perovskite solar cells using UTMF (12nm of Ag film) as 
semitransparent top electrode on Ti substrate (b) sheet resistance at different Ag thickness. (black and 
red dot indicates simulation and experiments value, respectively, Rsheet=ρ/d, where ρ=1.59＊10-8 Ω/m) 
(c) UTMF for top view and EDX analysis on (12nm of Ag film) 
 
The highly uniform perovskite film was observed using the fast crystallization-deposition method 
recently reported.24-25 The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the CH3NH3PbI3 film on the TiO2/FTO 
substrate is shown in Figure 3-10. Intense diffraction peaks at 14.10°, 28.43°, and 31.86° are assigned 
to the (100), (200), and (210) diffractions, respectively, of the cubic CH3NH3PbI3 phase treated at 
100 °C.26 In order to measure the amount of light that penetrated through the UTMF, the transmittance 
was measured and the results are shown in Figure 3-3, with a schematic image of the UTMF/spiro- 
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Figure 3-10 XRD spectra for CH3NH3PbI3/mp-TiO2/FTO substrate. 
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Figure 3-11 J-V curves of perovskite solar cells using UTMF (12nm of Ag film) on Ti substrate with 
reverse and forward scan. 
 
MeOTAD layer on bare glass [Figure 3-2 (a)]. In the case of the spiro-MeOTAD-only film on glass, 
nonoticeable decrease in transmittance was observed. When an 8-nm-thick silver layer was added, 
there  
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Table 3 Average photovoltaic parameters in batch of sixteen devices on Ti substrate using 12nm of Ag 
film as semitransparent top electrode with reverse and Forward scan under AM 1.5 G illumination 
(scan rate of 10 mV s-1).  
 
 
 
Figure 3-12 SEM images with different thickness of Ag film (a) 8nm (b) 12nm (c) 16nm (d) 20nm. 
 
The investigation of surface morphology for various Ag films were conducted by SEM as shown 
Figure 3-12. The comparison represents that the more continuous film with increasing film thickness. 
 
was a 24–45% decrease in transmittance at wavelengths of 450–750 nm [Figure 3-3]. Note that 
effective absorption occurs in this region [Figure 3-4]. Figure 3-5 shows cell performance statistics of 
Ag thickness 
(12nm) Voc / V Jsc / mA cm
-2 FF (%) PCE (%) 
 
Forward Scan 
 
 
0.868 ± 0.022 (0.908)
 
 
7.22 ± 1.18 (8.9) 
 
 
66.32 ± 2.15 (69.4) 
 
 
4.22 ± 0.58 (5.60)
 
Reverse Scan 
 
0.875 ± 0.025 (0.915)
 
7.24 ± 1.21 (8.9) 
 
68.25 ± 1.82 (70.3) 
 
4.36 ± 0.75 (5.72)
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devices with different thicknesses of the Ag layer from 8 to 20 nm. As seen in the transmittance data, 
a Ag layer more than 16 nm thick significantly lowered the transmitted light. From the transmittance, 
a thicker Ag layer may reduce the Jsc value. The 8-nm-thick film shows a very low efficiency of less 
than 1%, which could be due to the conducting film quality, such as non-continuity over the area 
observed and the corresponding high resistance.23 An Ag film 12 nm thick was used as the collecting 
electrode, and it showed the highest efficiency of 6.15%.  
Although the highest efficiency was obtained from the device with an Ag thickness of 12 nm, the cell 
performance still showed high variance. The variance decreased when a thicker Ag film was prepared. 
Obviously, the thickness of the Ag layer controls the number of photons penetrating into the active 
layer and the collecting ability. The Ag film thickness clearly affects the Jsc values. When a thicker 
film was applied, lower Jsc values were observed. The highest cell performance and corresponding 
IPCE is shown in Figure 3.6. In contrast to metal substrate cells, FTO-glass-based perovskite solar 
cells with the same UTMF top electrodes were investigated for reference. The I–V curves of 
perovskite solar cells using UTMF on glass substrates with illumination from the FTO glass side 
(front) and the UTMF side (back) is represented Figure 3-7, respectively. The results show a higher 
efficiency of 8.32% in the case of front illumination as compared to 5.54% when illuminated through 
the back side. A main reason for this difference in performance might be due to an inequality in the 
amount of photon flux. Furthermore, extended bending tests in batch of sixteen devices were carried 
out and the results are shown in Figure 3-8. The average performances of the devices did not 
significantly deteriorate over 100 bending cycles at a bending radius of ~6 mm. Approximately 98.5% 
of the efficiency from the beginning value was retained, which demonstrates considerable stability,27 
compared with ITO based flexible photovoltaic, for roll-to-roll processing for mass production. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
 
We have prepared perovskite solar cells on Ti substrates with a thin layer of Ag as a semi-transparent 
top electrode. The simplicity of the fabrication procedure can lower manufacturing costs and widen its 
applications to flexible devices without the use of ITO/FTO. The metal-based perovskite solar cells 
exhibited remarkably high performance of 6.15%, with impressive bending stability.  
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3.5 Experimental 
 
Preparation of a CH3NH3I (MAI) 
 
24 mL of methylamine (40% in methanol, TCI) and 10 mL of hydroiodic acid (57 wt% in water, 
Aldrich) are reacted in a 250 mL round bottomed flask at 0 ℃ and kept with stirring for 2 h. The 
suspension was carefully dried at 50 ℃ in rotary evaporator and the precipitate was obtained. The 
yellowish raw product of MAI was dissolved in ethanol, recrystallized with diethyl ether, and this 
procedure was repeated twice. After filtration, the final MAI was collected and dried at 60 ℃ in a 
vacuum oven for 24 h.   
 
Solar cell fabrication 
 
F-doped SnO2 (FTO) coated glass (Pilkington, TEC15) was sequentially washed with acetone, ethanol, 
isopropanol, and distilled water. Around 50-nm-thick dense layer of TiO2 was deposited onto FTO 
substrate by spray pyrolysis on hotplate at 450 ℃. The substrate was immersed in 40mM TiCl4 
aqueous solution for 30 min at 70 ℃ in oven and annealed 500 ℃ for 15 min in muffle furnace. 
Mesoporous TiO2 (mp-TiO2) film of ~250nm were spin-coated onto the TiO2 dense layer/FTO 
substrate, which was moved to muffle furnace and kept 30 min at 500 ℃. 1 M CH3NH3PbI3 solution 
was prepared by mixing synthesized MAI powders with PbI2 (Aldrich) in the mixture solvent of N,N-
dimethylformamide : N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (1:1, v/v). To deposite perovskite film, 100 μL of 
CH3NH3PbI3 solutions were then spun onto the mp-TiO2/dense TiO2/FTO substrate at 500 rpm for 5s, 
5000 rpm for 20s and 100 mL of toluene in later spin-stage was quickly dropped onto the center of the 
substrate during spin coating. The obtained film was kept on hot plate at 100 ℃ for 1 h. Following 
the CH3NH3PbI3 film deposition, the hole transporting material (HTM) was coated at 3000 rpm for 
30s. The solution of HTM was prepared by dissolving 72.3 mg spiro-MeOTAD, 17.5 μL lithium 
bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)imide/acetonitrile (500 mg mL-1), and 28.8 μL 4-tert-butylpyridine in 1 
mL chlorobenzene. Finally a silver as the cathode was deposited by thermal evaporation (Woosung 
HI-VAC) at 1 Å s-1 under vacuum pressure < 10-6 Torr. The active area was fixed at 0.135 cm2. For 
perovskite solar cells on Ti substrate was also fabricated as follows. Ti foils (GoodFellow, 99.6 wt.% 
purity) were prepared in the form of ~15 × 15 × 0.127 mm3. Followed by washing Ti substrate using 
sonication in a bath with same solvents as FTO. Ti substrate was patterned by SiO2 layer with a 
thickness of 200 nm was deposited using RF sputtering at deposition rate of 1.29 Å s-1 with a RF 
power of 600 W and under 10 mTorr. Following procedures for perovskite, spiro-MeOTAD, and top 
cathode films are equal to FTO. 
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Characterization and measurement 
 
The transmittance spectra of each substrate was measured on UV/Vis/NIR spectroscopy (Cary 5000, 
Agilent). Sheet resistance of various Ag films was measured by hole effect measurement system 
(HMS-5500, Ecopia). As-prepared sample of XRD patterns were recorded with a Bruker D8 Advance, 
equipped with Cu Kα radiation. The samples were scanned from 5° to 60° (scanning step 1o min-1). 
Surface morphology was observed by field emission-scanning electron micro-scopy (FE-SEM, 
Nano230, FEI). The photovoltaic properties of the fabricated perovskite solar cells were investigated 
using solar simulator (AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm-2,Sol3A, class AAA, Oriel) as a light source with the 
calibrated light intensity to 1 sun using a reference Si solar cell (PV Measurements, Inc.). 
Photocurrent density−voltage (J−V) curves of the photovoltaics were measured with reverse scan 
(from open-circuit to short-circuit under the forward bias voltage) at scan rate of 100 mV s-1. The 
photovoltaic parameters were obtained from J−V curve. The incident photon-to-current efficiency 
(IPCE) spectra were measured by PV measurement (PV Measurements, Inc., QEX7 series). The cross 
sectional image were obtained by focused ion beam (Helios 450HP, FEI). Bending test was measured 
in devices as a function of the number of bending cycles in outward directions at a bending radius of 
~6 mm. 
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Chapter 4 Highly efficient and durable flexible perovskite photovoltaics 
with Ag-embedded ITO as the top electrode on a metal substrate 
 
This chapter reproduced with permission from M. Lee, et al, J. Mater. Chem. A, 2015, 3, 14592, 
Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. 
 
 
4.1 Overview 
 
Highly efficient flexible perovskite solar cells based on a Ti substrate have been fabricated using 
indium tin oxide (ITO) as the top electrode. Furthermore, Ag thin layer embedded between spiro-
MeOTAD and ITO led to lower sheet resistance and highly durable electrode compared with the bare 
ITO. Inclusion of Ag thin film also have provided enhanced electromagnetic fields occurring on the 
surface of Ag for devices, which was being caused the increasing short circuit current. 
 
4.2 Introduction 
 
Hybrid inorganic–organic hybrid perovskite materials with the formula CH3NH3PbI3 are considered to 
be highly promising candidates for light harvesting in solid-state photovoltaic applications. 1-3 Their 
superior intrinsic properties include a direct optical band gap of 1.55 eV, 4 a high extinction coefficient, 
5 and a broad absorption range from the visible to the near-infrared spectrum (800 nm). 3 These 
advantages can help increase power conversion efficiency (PCE) demands in photovoltaic devices on 
a rigid substrate, from initial reports of 3.9% 4 to the highest value of 20.1%, 6 within only a few years. 
One of the generalized structures in inorganic–organic hybrid perovskite solar cells (PSCs) consists of 
TiO2 as the electron transport layer. 7-8 This structure hinders feasible fabrication with polymer-based 
flexible substrates at temperatures above 450℃, which are used for various applications, such as 
portable electronic devices and wearable electronic textiles. 9-10 To facilitate the fabrication of flexible 
PSCs (FPSCs), a Ti substrate was considered. 11 Ti substrates have excellent endurance at high 
temperatures compared with that of polymer-based substrates, which allow it to be easily formed with 
the well-crystallized TiO2 layer. However, a Ti substrate needs a transparent conducting cathode for 
top illumination in PSCs, because of its opaque property. 12  
In this regard, we have recently fabricated FPSCs based on a Ti substrate, using an ultra-thin Ag film 
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as a semitransparent top electrode. 13 Although the structures with Ag films successfully achieved 
good cell performance, they were inferior to the polymer-based FPSCs because of their poor  
 
Figure 4-1 (a) schematic image and (b) optical image of perovskite solar cells using titanium substrate 
with ITO as top electrode.  
 
transmittance. In order to achieve a better cell performance, it is necessary to replace thin Ag film as 
top electrode with one that is more transparent. Several materials are considered, such as metal grids, 
14 metal nanowires, 15 carbon nanotubes, 16 graphene films, 17-18 as well as indium-tin-oxide (ITO). 
ITO has been used as a transparent electrode for photovoltaic devices because of its advantages such 
as low electrical resistivity, structural uniformity, environmental stability, and high transparency, 
compared with those of other promising transparent conducting materials. 19-20 Even though ITO has 
superior characteristics, its inherent brittleness has restricted its use in flexible electrode applications. 
21  Here, we suggest that the insertion of an ultra-thin Ag layer (1–3 nm) by thermal evaporation 
between spiro-MeOTAD and ITO may be a solution to the brittleness issue. The embedded Ag layer 
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in ITO (Ag-ITO) enables the fabrication of high efficiency FPSCs with excellent mechanical  
  
Figure 4-2 Perovskite solar cells on the Ti substrate using ITO as the top electrode. (a) Transmittance 
spectra of the ITO electrode on spiro-MeOTAD/glass. Inset image represents optical images (left: 
bare glass, center: spiro-MeOTAD on glass, right: ITO electrode on spiro-MeOTAD/glass). (b) 
Absorbance spectra of perovskite from 400–1000 nm. The inset SEM image shows a top view of the 
perovskite. The scale bar is 500 nm. (c) J–V curve for the highest efficiency of perovskite solar cells 
based on Ti substrate using the ITO top electrode (d) IPCE graph for the highest efficiency perovskite 
solar cell. 
 
flexibility during bending test, which are ascribed to the following reasons: (i) Ag thin film acted as  
crystalline seed layers for (222) ITO growth orientation. This enhanced crystallinity leads to highly 
durable electrodes in FPSCs. (ii) Ag-ITO has a lower value of resistivity compared with bare ITO, 
which is because of the increase in carrier concentration. An increase in the degree of resistivity of the 
top electrode reduces the series resistance in photovoltaic devices. (iii) The inclusion of the Ag thin 
film also provides enhanced electromagnetic fields occurring on the surface of the Ag, which  
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Figure 4-3 Effect of Ag thin film insertion between the spiro-MeOTAD and the ITO cathode. (a) 
XRD spectra and (b) Sheet resistance of ITO electrode embedded with varying thicknesses of Ag thin 
film. 
 
enhances the short circuit current (Jsc). This study demonstrates that by inserting a Ag thin layer as the 
top electrode into ITO films, a highly efficient FPSCs with superior mechanical flexibility, based on a 
Ti substrate, can be realized. 
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Figure 4-4 Effect of Ag thin film insertion between spiro-MeOTAD and ITO for cathode in FPSCs. (a) 
Schematic image (b) J–V graph (c) IPCE spectra of FPSCs (d) Efficiency stability as a function of the 
number of bending cycles at a bending radius of ~6 mm. Inset image indicates the optical image 
during a bending test.  
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Figure 4-5 Effect of Ag thin film insertion between spiro-MeOTAD and ITO for cathode in FPSCs. 
Mean device parameters extracted from J–V measurements for 16 devices with different Ag thin film 
thicknesses. 
 
Table 4 Average photovoltaic parameters of perovskite solar cells on Ti substrate using ITO as top 
electrode with insertion of varying Ag thickness.  
 
Reverse Scan Voc  (mV) Jsc (mA cm-2) FF Efficiency (%) 
ITO 200nm 0.958 ± 0.036 (0.996) 15.54 ± 0.68 (16.5) 0.54 ± 0.02 (0.57) 8.02 ± 0.70 (9.10) 
Insertion of Ag 1 nm 0.960 ± 0.039 (0.998) 17.37 ± 0.68 (18.5) 0.59 ± 0.02 (0.61) 9.78 ± 0.91 (11.01) 
Insertion of Ag 2 nm 0.964 ± 0.032 (0.998) 16.01 ± 0.57 (16.8) 0.62 ± 0.01 (0.64) 9.65 ± 0.57 (10.67) 
Insertion of Ag 3 nm 0.962 ± 0.032 (0.999) 13.95 ± 0.49 (14.6) 0.65 ± 0.01 (0.66) 8.67 ± 0.60 (9.51) 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
An approximately 100 nm layer of metal (Ag, Au) as the top electrode is applied for conventional 
PSCs on glass and polymer-based flexible substrates by thermal evaporation. 10,22 In contrast, the Ti 
substrate, whose opaqueness blocks the penetration of light, needs a transparent cathode deposited on 
it to allow illumination from the top. For this study, the TiO2 film on the Ti substrate (as an electron 
transport layer) was prepared by calcination at 500℃. The layer was deposited with CH3NH3PbI3 as a 
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light absorber, followed by Spiro-MeOTAD, as a hole-transporting layer. Finally, the ITO film was 
coated by direct current (DC) sputtering at room temperature. Details of the device fabrication 
procedure and characterization are provided in the experimental part. The schematic diagram of the 
device is represented in Figure 4-1 (a). To obtain a cross-sectional view of the structure, a focused ion 
beam microscope with Ga ions was used (30 kV), as shown in Figure 4-1 (b). From the image, a 
uniform ITO layer (~200 nm) on top of the spiro-MeOTAD could be observed. 
In order to investigate how the photons reach the active layer through the top transparent electrode, 
the transmittance spectra of the ITO film (200 nm) on spiro-MeOTAD/glass was measured within 
350–1000 nm. The optical photo is shown in the inset of Figure 4-2 (a) (far right sample). There were 
many curves in the full range, and nearly all of the spectrum indicated over 80% transmittance. The 
maximum optical transmittance of the ITO/spiro-MeOTAD/glass exceeded 91% (at 530 and 700 nm) 
in the visible region. The absorbance spectra is shown in Figure 4-2 (b), along with its scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) image (inset image). The highly uniform CH3NH3PbI3 film was grown 
using a fast crystallization-deposition method 23-24 and its effective absorption occurs at wavelengths 
of 400–750 nm. Figure 4-2 (c) and (d) represent the current density–voltage (J–V) curve of the FPSCs 
fabricated on the Ti substrate, with ITO as the top electrode, and the corresponding incident photon-
to-current efficiency (IPCE) spectra, respectively. The photovoltaic characteristics of the FPSCs were 
investigated under 100 mW cm-2 illumination and AM1.5 G conditions. The performances data of the 
FPSCs based on the Ti substrate with the ITO electrode are summarized in the Figure 4-2 (c) (inset). 
(Jsc = 16.5 mA cm-2, open circuit voltage (Voc) = 0.996 V, fill factor (FF) = 55%, and PCE = 9.1%.)  
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Figure 4-6 (a) Optical image of perovskite solar cells using ITO as semitransparent top electrode on Ti 
substrate. (b) Transmittance spectra of the ITO/spiro-MeOTAD/glass and FTO on glass. (c) EDX 
image of perovskite solar cells using ITO as transparent top electrode on Ti substrate  
 
While FPSCs were made on metal substrate devices, PSCs based on fluorine-doped-tin oxide (FTO) 
glass with the same ITO cathode were characterized for reference. As shown in Figure 4-7 (a), the J–V 
curves for PSCs on the glass substrate from the FTO and the ITO side illumination are presented. 
Their photovoltaic parameters are summarized in Table 5. The device irradiated from the FTO side 
has a higher PCE (9.50%) than that from the ITO side (9.10%). This result is due to the ~7.8% 
increase in Jsc, which may be ascribed to the increase in the photon flux for the FTO electrode from 
550–700 nm (Figure 4-6 (b)). We further observed J–V characteristics for the effect of reflection by 
adding the Ti substrate at the back of the FTO-glass side (Figure 4-7 (b)). All photovoltaic parameters 
are similar. However, as seen in Table 5, there is a ~2.3% improvement in Jsc with the addition of the 
Ti  
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Figure 4-7 (a) I-V curves of perovskite solar cells using ITO as top electrode on FTO glass substrate  
with ITO and FTO side illumination. (b) Effect of reflection by adding Ti substrate at the back of FTO 
glass side. 
 
substrate at the back of the FTO, compared with no Ti substrate. Therefore, we can assume the effect 
of reflection for the Ti substrate. Although a superior performance was achieved in the metal substrate 
with the ITO cathode, there remains the issue of insufficient performance compared with using a 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate, as well as poor mechanical properties when used in a 
flexible application. In order to address this issue, a Ag  
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Table 5 Photovoltaic parameters of perovskite solar cells on glass substrate using ITO as top electrode 
with ITO and FTO side illumination. For ITO side illumination, added Ti substrate at the rear of FTO 
glass side and without Ti substrate as the back scatter.a) 
 Voc / V Jsc / mA cm-2 FF (%) PCE (%) 
Front 
Illumination 
999 17.9 53.1 9.50 
Back 
Illumination 
Without 
Ti 
996 16.9 55.0 9.26 
With Ti 996 16.5 55.3 9.10 
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Figure 4-8 Resistivity of ITO electrode as a function of Ag thickness. 
 
thin film was inserted by thermal evaporation between the spiro-MeOTAD layer and the ITO cathode. 
The microstructures of the Ag-ITO electrodes with different Ag layer thicknesses were examined by 
X-ray diffractometry (XRD), as shown in Figure 4-3 (a). The thickness of the Ag layer was varied 
from 1 to 3 nm and the effect of the Ag layer was investigated. It is well known that amorphous  
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Figure 4-9 AFM images of (a) spiro-MeOTAD on glass (b) 2nm of Ag deposited on spiro-
MeOTAD/glass.  
 
ITO (α-ITO) is usually grown without thermal annealing. 25 Therefore, various peaks of α-ITO were 
found, which can be attributed to the fact that the ITO film was deposited onto the spiro-MeOTAD by 
sputtering at room temperature. Otherwise, two major crystalline orientations are generally observed 
for crystalline ITO (c-ITO), as discussed previously by Triambulo et al. 19 One of the ITO peaks, at 2θ 
= 30.66o, corresponds to the (222) diffraction plane of the cubic bixbyite structure of indium oxide. 
The other peak, at 2θ = 35.13o, corresponds to the (400) direction of ITO. A higher intensity peak at 
(222) direction of ITO was observed with increasing Ag thickness. This is because the Ag thin film 
acts as a seed layer for crystalline growth along one direction of (222), which could form a domain-
like structure inserted in the matrix ITO with the other crystalline orientation of (400). Improved 
crystallinity with the incorporation of thin Ag helps improve mechanical flexibility. The experimental 
information regarding flexibility in photovoltaics will be discussed later in this paper. Figure 4-8 
shows the effect of the Ag layer on resistivity of ITO film with increasing Ag thickness. The 
calculated resistivity variation in Ag-ITO electrodes can be expressed using Equation 1. 
ρ ൌ ଵ୬ୣஜ   --------------------------------------------   (1) 
where ρ is the resistivity, n is the number of charge carriers, e is the charge of the carrier, and µ is the 
mobility of the charge carriers. 26 According to Schottky’s theory, the change in resistivity can be 
attributed to the increase in the carrier concentration with the increasing thickness of the Ag layer. In  
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Figure 4-10 AFM images of ITO film with varying Ag film thickness embedded between spiro-
MeOTAD/glass and ITO layer. (a) 0 nm (b) 1nm (c) 2nm (d) 3nm. 
 
this study, similar results for sheet resistance were observed (Figure 4-3 (b)). When a bare ITO film 
was deposited onto spiro-MeOTAD, the sheet resistance was found to be 35.48 Ω/ㅁ. As the Ag 
thickness increased to 3 nm, the sheet resistance decreased to approximately 7 Ω/ㅁ. To check if the 
modified cathode enhances the performance of photovoltaic devices, cell characteristic testing was  
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Figure 4-11 SEM images of ITO film with varying Ag film thickness embedded between spiro-
MeOTAD/glass and ITO layer. (a) 0 nm (b) 1nm (c) 2nm (d) 3nm. 
 
conducted. The results are shown in Figure 4-4. The schematic image of an FPSC on the Ti substrate 
with Ag-ITO as the top electrode is represented in Figure 4-4 (a). The same method, as was described 
earlier in this paper, was used for fabricating the photovoltaic devices with the exception of inserting a 
Ag thin film layer by thermal evaporation before ITO sputtering. The photovoltaic characteristics of 
the FPSCs with different Ag thicknesses were evaluated under identical conditions. The J–V curves of 
the best devices for each thickness are shown in Figure 4-4 (b). Furthermore, the mean photovoltaic 
parameters were obtained from the corresponding J–V curves for 16 devices, as shown in Figure 4-5, 
and these values are summarized in Table 4. By increasing the Ag thickness, no difference in the Voc 
values was observed. However, the Jsc values increased to 17.37 and 16.01 mA cm-2 in the Ag-ITO 
photovoltaic samples (1 nm and 2 nm Ag layer, respectively) as compared to the Jsc value for the bare 
ITO cathode, which is 15.54 mA cm-2. For the Ag-ITO photovoltaic samples with the 1 nm and 2 nm 
Ag layer, the higher Jsc values may be ascribed to the enhanced electromagnetic field due to the 
surface plasmon resonance effect. This is when the coherent oscillation of the free electrons in metal 
nanoparticles is excited by incident light. 27-28 IPCE results could be supported by this phenomenon, as  
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Figure 4-12 TEM image of Ag embedded on spiro/ITO electrode. 
 
Figure 4-13 XRD spectra of perovskite film on TiO2/FTO glass after annealing at 100 ℃. 
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Figure 4-14 Energy level diagram of perovskite solar cells using ITO as top electrode on Ti substrate. 
 
shown Figure 4-4 (c). Ag-ITO samples exhibited a decrease in quantum efficiency near 400 nm. On 
the other hand, a strong increase of quantum efficiency was found near 600 nm. The resonance effect 
led to enhanced light harvesting between 500 and 630 nm, which corresponds to the increased 
photocurrent. As shown in Table 1, as the Ag thickness increased beyond 1 nm, Jsc decreased to 13.95 
mA cm-2 for the 3 nm Ag-ITO sample. The downward trend in Jsc values for the Ag-ITO samples from 
1 nm to 3 nm Ag may be due to the decreased transparency, there is a trade-off between conductivity 
and transparency, 26 and rough surface morphology (Figure 4-10 (d)). In particular, enhanced FF 
values were shown in all devices with increasing Ag thickness. This behavior could be explained by a 
decrease in the devices’ series resistance. Series resistance is defined as the sum of the contact 
resistance and the bulk resistance of the materials. Lower sheet resistance of the cathodes by the 
insertion of Ag thin film could offer reduced series resistance in FPSCs. 29 Consequently, improved 
series resistance provides excellent cell performance in both FF and PCE.  
Bending tests were performed to compare the mechanical flexibility of the FPSCs using the top 
electrode as the conventional α-ITO and Ag-ITO (Figure 4-4 (d)). The efficiency ratio of the FPSC 
with α-ITO gradually decreased with increasing bending cycles. After 50 bending cycles, its 
performance exhibited 82% of initial efficiency. According to previous  
research, this poor behavior during bending may be attributed to crack formation and propagation. 
However, FPSCs with Ag-ITO showed highly durable flexibility during bending cycles compared to 
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that of the FPSC with α-ITO. The improved stability of the FPSCs was observed with increasing 
thickness of the Ag layer. For 3 nm of Ag, more than 99% of its initial efficiency ratio value was 
maintained after 50 bending cycles. The insertion of the Ag thin film to ITO resulted in superior 
flexibility during the bending test. It is suggested that this improvement in the flexibility of FPSCs is 
due to the domains blocking the propagation of cracks. Consequently, Ag-ITO cathodes in FPSCs can 
be a desirable alternative to existing PET-based flexible perovskite solar systems. 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
 
In conclusion, this study demonstrates that a Ag thin layer inserted into the ITO as the top electrode 
can be used in FPSCs on a Ti substrate. The insertion of Ag thin film to ITO electrodes leads to lower 
resistance and higher diffusive transmittance compared with those using a bare ITO film. As a result, 
decreased series resistance was observed in photovoltaic samples, which could provide improved FF 
and PCE values for FPSCs. FPSCs using 2 nm of Ag achieved PCEs exceeding 10%. Moreover, 
bending test results indicated enhanced mechanical flexibility with increasing Ag thin film thickness. 
3 nm of Ag inserted into ITO as top electrode in FPSCs was shown to have the highest durability, 
retaining 99% of its initial PCE. The results of this study clearly demonstrate that FPSCs based on Ti 
substrate, using a Ag-ITO top electrode, can be an alternative to FPSCs based on PET substrate. 
Furthermore, using metal substrate in solid-state photovoltaic devices yielded superior performance 
and durability, which demonstrates their practical application. 
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4.5 Experimental 
 
Synthesis of CH3NH3I (MAI) 
 
MAI was prepared by mixing 24 mL of methylamine (40% in methanol, TCI) and 10 mL of 
hydroiodic acid (57 wt% in water, Aldrich) in a 250 mL round bottomed flask at 0 ℃ for 2 h with 
stirring. The precipitate was obtained by drying at 50 ℃ for 30 min in rotary evaporator, which was 
dissolved in ethanol, recrystallized with diethyl ether. After air pump filtration, white product was 
finally dried at 60 ℃ in a vacuum oven for 24 h. 
 
Device preparation 
 
Electro-polished Ti foil (~127 µm) was sequentially cleaned with ethanol, isopropanol, and distilled 
water. Subsequently, SiO2 layer (~200 nm) by RF sputtering at deposition rate of 1.29 Å s-1 with a RF 
power of 600 W and under 10 mTorr. And then, compact TiO2 layer was deposited on Ti foil by spray 
pyrolysis, on a hotplate kept at 450℃. Approximately 300 nm thick mesoporous TiO2 (mp-TiO2) film 
was fabricated onto the TiO2 dense layer/FTO substrate from a diluted commercial TiO2 paste (1:4 
with ethanol, w/w) by spin-coating, which was moved to a muffle furnace and sintered in air at 500℃ 
for 30 min. The substrate was immersed in 40 mM TiCl4 aqueous solution and kept at 70℃ for 30 min 
in an oven, then transferred to a muffle furnace and annealed at 500℃ for 15 min. After fabricating 
the TiO2 film on the Ti substrate, it was moved into a nitrogen-filled glove box. Using 100 μL of the 1 
M CH3NH3PbI3 solution, the synthesized MAI powder was mixed with PbI2 (Aldrich) in a mixture of 
N,N-dimethylformamide:N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (1:1, v/v). The solution was dropped and spin-
coated onto the mp-TiO2/dense TiO2/Ti substrate at 500 rpm for 5 s and 5000 rpm for 20 s. In final 
stage of spin-coating, 100 mL of toluene was dropped onto the center of the substrate, followed by 
annealing at 100 ℃ for 1 h. A hole transporting material (HTM) solution was prepared by dissolving 
72.3 mg spiro-MeOTAD, 17.5 μL lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)imide/acetonitrile (500 mg 
mL-1), and 28.8 μL 4-tert-butylpyridine in 1 mL chlorobenzene. This solution was coated at 3000 rpm 
for 30 s. Finally, ~200 nm of ITO was deposited by DC sputtering at room temperature. The base 
pressure during sputter deposition was less than 5×10-6 Torr prior to the growth and the total working 
pressure was held constant at 1 mTorr. A sputtering power density of 150 W was employed during 
deposition. The gas flow rate (Ar 99,999%) was kept at 5 sccm. The active area was fixed at 0.135 
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cm2. Perovskite solar cells on FTO-coated glass (Pilkington, TEC15) were also fabricated by the same 
procedure as above, except for the SiO2 patterning. In addition, the Ag thin film was inserted prior to 
ITO sputtering, using thermal evaporation. 
 
Measurement and characterization 
 
The crystal structure of the prepared films was investigated with an X-ray diffractometer (XRD, 
Bruker D8 Advance) equipped with Cu Kα radiation. The absorbance spectra of the perovskite layer 
and the modified ITO film, and the transmittance of the ITO film were measured using a UV/Vis/NIR 
spectroscopy (Cary 5000, Agilent). The surface morphologies were characterized by field emission-
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Nano230, FEI). Focused ion beam (Helios 450HP, FEI) 
milling was performed using a 30 kV ion beam for cross-sectional imagery. Energy dispersive X-Ray 
spectroscopy (EDX) characterization was performed with an EDX detector. The surface roughness 
and morphology of the prepared samples were investigated using tapping-mode atomic force 
microscopy. (AFM, Multimode V, Veeco). The sheet resistance of the prepared samples were 
measured using a hole effect measurement system (HMS-5500, Ecopia). The photocurrent 
density−voltage (J−V) curves of perovskite solar cells were measured using a Keithley 2400 digital 
source meter under the illumination of a solar simulator (AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm-2, Sol3A, class AAA, 
Oriel) as a light source with the calibrated light intensity to 1 sun using a reference Si solar cell (PV 
Measurements, Inc.). IPCE was measured by PV measurement equipped with a 75 W xenon lamp as a 
light source (PV Measurements, Inc.). Bending test performance of the devices was measured as a 
function of the number of bending cycles in an outward direction at a bending radius of ~6 mm. 
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Chapter 5 Silver nanowires as top electrode for flexible perovskite solar 
cells on a Ti metal substrate  
 
5.1 Overview 
 
Flexible perovskite solar cells (FPSCs) recently have received much attention for their various 
applications, such as wearable electronic textiles and portable devices. In this work, we demonstrate 
FPSCs on a Ti metal substrate employing solution-processed silver nanowires (AgNWs) as the top 
electrode. The AgNWs electrode was fabricated by a carefully controlled spray-coating method on top 
of the spiro-MeOTAD hole transport layer at moderate temperatures. The power conversion efficiency 
(PCE) reached 7.45% under AM 1.5 100 mW cm-2 illumination. Moreover, the efficiency for Ti-based 
FPSCs decreased only slightly (by 2.6% of the initial value) after the devices were bent 100 times. 
With this and other advances, fully solution-based indium-free flexible photovoltaics, advantageous in 
terms of price and processing, have the potential to be scaled into commercial production. 
 
5.2 Introduction 
 
Within recent years, inorganic-organic perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have received much attention as 
promising photovoltaics due to their excellent properties and low fabrication cost. This attention 
resulted in remarkable improvements to the devices’ power conversion efficiency (PCE), which was 
achieved with certified values exceeding 20%.1-5 To use this innovative photovoltaic with a flexible 
substrate, such as polymer-based substrates of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyethylene 
naphthalate (PEN), all manufacturing processes must occur at low temperatures (<150 °C). 6-7 In 
particular, the electron transport layer (ETL), to ensure good collection of electrons, must be prepared 
on flexible substrates at low temperature. 8-10 To address this issue, many studies reported on the 
fabrication of FPSCs on polymer substrates, employing both organic and inorganic n-type materials 
fabricated at low temperature in planar and meso-superstructured cells. 11-13 However, a high-quality 
TiO2 compact layer is required to achieve high efficiency. The preparation of a mesoporous TiO2 film 
is also necessary to alleviate hysteresis problems encountered in planar-type cells at different scanning 
directions. These materials require high-temperature (~450 °C) processing, which limits their 
fabrication on polymer substrates. 8, 14  
Metal, as an alternative to polymers, can be a viable and attractive substrate candidate for preparing 
both compact and mesoporous TiO2 (m-TiO2) layers, due to its tremendous endurance at high 
temperature. 15 However, integrating transparent materials as the top electrode is necessary in metal-
substrate cells, as metals’ opacity disrupts light absorption from the photoanode. 16 In this regard, our  
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Figure 5-1 (a) schematic, and (b) cross sectional of perovskite solar cells onto titanium substrate with 
AgNWs as top electrode.  
 
group has recently demonstrated the performance of Ti-substrate-based FPSCs using an indium-tin-
oxide (ITO) layer as the top electrode. So far, ITO is the most commonly used transparent conducting 
electrode (TCE) material; therefore, a highly efficient FPSC on a Ti substrate was developed 
considering the remarkable properties of the materials. 
Although excellent performance was achieved on a flexible Ti substrate, ITO is undesirable for the 
large-area and low-cost fabrication necessary for commercialization, as indium is scarce and the 
material requires expensive and limited continuous roll-to-roll processing under vacuum. 17-19 For 
these reasons, its replacement with solution-processed TCEs as alternatives of ITO is highly desirable. 
Alternative materials such as carbon-allotrope-based materials of carbon nanotubes 10 and graphene 
thin films, 7 as well as highly doped organic polymers 6 and metallic nanowires 20-21 have been 
proposed. 
Among these TCEs, Ag nanowires (NWs) have shown great potential for use as the top electrode in 
photovoltaics, possibly capable of replacing ITO electrodes, because of their outstanding optical, 
electrical, and thermal properties. 22 For instance, McGehee et al. demonstrated that solid-state dye-
sensitized solar cells could be processed with solution-based AgNWs as the top electrode material. 
They have used both lamination, 12 in which drop-cast films are transferred to the top of the spiro-
MeOTAD hole transfer layer (HTL), and spray-coating. 11 Brabec et al. have recently introduced 
efficient semitransparent PSCs through rational interface engineering in combination with facile 
solution-processing of AgNWs to create the negative electrode material. 9 In order to reduce solvent 
damage to the perovskite film (halide perovskite materials are water-soluble), they utilized the spray-
coating method for its ultrafast drying to deposit AgNWs diluted in isopropanol (IPA), onto the device.  
In this study, we demonstrate the use of solution-processed AgNWs as a top electrode for FPSCs on Ti 
metal substrates. The transparent and conductive AgNWs electrode was prepared by spray-coating  
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Figure 5-2 (a) Optical and (b) SEM image : scale bar represents 500 nm. (c) Absorbance and (d) XRD 
spectra of perovskite film. 
 
directly onto the devices. The flexible perovskite photovoltaics incorporating AgNWs top electrodes 
exhibited high PCEs up to 7.45% under AM 1.5 100 mW cm-2 illumination. Furthermore, the device 
performance was not significantly deteriorated over the course of a mechanical bending test. The 
efficiency retained 97.4% of its initial value after the devices had been bent 100 times. Overall, a fully 
solution-processed deposition can provide simple and cost-effective fabrication, which enables the 
scalable manufacturing of photovoltaics with high throughput for commercial production. 
 
5.3 Results and discussion 
 
- Device structure overview 
 
A schematic of the FPSCs with a Ti metal substrate using AgNWs as the top electrode material is 
depicted in Figure 5-1 (a). A cross-sectional image of a device fabricated according to the proposed 
architecture is shown in Figure 5-1 (b). First, the electro-polished and washed Ti substrate was 
prepared. A SiO2 layer was patterned on the Ti substrate. All layers except the top electrode were  
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Figure 5-3 (a) SEM image of AgNWs deposited by spray method. The inset shows enlarged detail. (b) 
transmittance spectra of the AgNWs electrode. The inset (right) shows the optical image of AgNWs 
film on sprio/glass.   
 
prepared by the conventional procedure. For the top electrode, in contrast to glass or PET, a 
transparent and conductive layer must be prepared to accommodate the opacity of the metal substrate. 
In this experiment, solution-processed AgNWs were used as a substitute for a noble metal layer, 
which is usually deposited by thermal evaporation. An appropriate method and solvent were selected 
for directly depositing the AgNWs electrode on top of the spiro-MeOTAD layer without damaging the 
perovskite layer, as halide perovskites are known to be damaged by polar solvents. Consequently, we 
decided on the spray-coating method. This was found to be a reliable technique for depositing AgNWs 
as top electrodes in photovoltaics, as well as depositing AgNWs dispersed in IPA, which will be 
discussed later. The full fabrication procedure and characterization data for the photovoltaic devices 
are provided in detail in the experimental part. 
 
-Electrode characterization 
 
- Perovskite film 
 
An important requirement for efficient perovskite absorbers is well-organized morphology with no 
pinholes. We followed procedures in previous reports24, 25 to ensure the uniformity of the film. A 
nonpolar solvent was dripped during the spin-coating of the perovskite solution dissolved in a solvent 
mixture of DMF and NMP (1:1 v/v). A digital photo of a perovskite film on TiO2/fluorine-doped tin 
oxide (FTO) is shown in Figure 5-2 (a), and a corresponding SEM image is shown in Figure 5-2 (b). 
Hybrid perovskite films with complete coverage, consisting of highly crystalline single grains, are  
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Figure 5-4 (a) J-V characteristic curves of FPSCs shown as best efficiency (b) IPCE spectras of that 
cell. (c) Efficiency stability during bending test. 
 
produced in accordance with previous observations. To confirm the optical properties of the hybrid 
perovskite, the UV-visible absorption spectrum was measured, as shown in Figure 5-2 (c). The 
absorption spectrum of the hybrid perovskite film shows broad absorption in the visible to near-IR 
region (400–800 nm). Figure 5-2 (d) displays the XRD spectrum of a hybrid perovskite film on the 
TiO2/FTO glass. Intense diffraction peaks in the XRD spectra at 14.01°, 28.33°, and 31.76° are 
matched to the (110), (220), and (310) planes of the tetragonal perovskite phase, respectively, 
indicating high phase purity. 23 
 
- AgNWs electrode  
 
Figure 5-3 (a) shows the typical AgNWs length, on the order of 10 μm with average diameter of 
approximately 30 nm. In general, synthesized AgNWs are dispersed in organic solvents such as 
ethanol (EtOH) and IPA. 22, 24-25 These polar solvents, however, will attack the perovskite film on 
contact. To investigate the effects of both polar solvents on the perovskite layer, we performed an 
experiment on the dissolution of the perovskite. As can be seen in Figure 5-5 (c), the color of a 
solvent-engineered perovskite film changes completely from dark brown to yellow after 5 min of 
immersion in EtOH. In contrast, the perovskite film immersed in IPA does not fully change in color to 
yellow after 5 min, and has still not fully changed after 10 min, as shown in Figure 5-5 (a). This result 
indicates that IPA does less damage to the underlying perovskite film. We may assume that IPA has a 
lower dielectric constant than EtOH does. Therefore, IPA is judged to be the more suitable solvent for 
depositing AgNWs as the top electrode.  
Additionally, we immersed a sample of spiro-MeOTAD deposited on perovskite in the IPA solution. 
Interestingly, the spiro-MeOTAD-coated perovskite was observed to be more stable in IPA than the 
bare perovskite. No severe deterioration was observed, even after 30 min, compared to the immersion 
of bare perovskite film in IPA. We may conclude that the coating of spiro-MeOTAD on the perovskite 
film helps to prevent the infiltration of the polar solvent to the underlying absorber.  
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Figure 5-5 Effect of IPA treatment in perovskite layer on the TiO2/FTO glass. (a) Optical images and 
(b) Absorbance spectra of perovskite film with IPA treatment as increasing time. (c) Optical image of 
perovskite film immersed in ethanol solution after 5 min. 
 
 
Figure 5-6 Effect of IPA treatment in perovskite layer on the TiO2/FTO glass. (a) Optical images and 
(b) Absorbance spectra of spiro-MeOTAD coated perovskite film with IPA treatment as increasing 
time. 
 
To prepare the AgNWs electrode, a solution of AgNWs can be deposited by various approaches such 
as doctor blade coating, spin coating, and spray coating methods. Among these coating methods, we 
chose spray coating for the AgNWs deposition. This method is regarded as a reliable coating 
technique, and its short drying time minimizes the drying effect at the interface of the AgNWs and the 
spiro-MeOTAD layer. Moreover, effective connections between AgNWs are necessary to achieve both 
high conductivity and transparency. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) is used to synthesize the AgNWs; 
therefore, the surfaces of the AgNWs are coated with a thin layer of PVP, which impedes contact 
between individual AgNWs. 13 Thermal treatment is necessary to fuse the entangled AgNWs  
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Figure 5-7 Effect of IPA, spray coated, with thermal treatment (100 ℃) in spiro-MeOTAD/perovskite 
layer on the TiO2/FTO glass. Change of (a) optical image, (b) XRD, absorbance of spiro-MeOTAD 
coated perovskite film, and (d) only spiro-MeOTAD.  
 
together, but perovskite materials can deteriorate when exposed to high temperatures (>100 °C). 8 For 
these reasons, we carefully controlled the deposition conditions, using AgNWs dispersed in IPA by 
spray-coating onto a hot plate at 100 °C. As shown in Figure 5-7, the properties of the spiro-
MeOTAD/AgNWs layers are observed to be similar under optimized conditions. Their absorbance 
differs slightly at the short-wavelength range of 450 to 550 nm, which may be ascribed to the thermal 
effect of spiro-MeOTAD-induced increased absorption. 26 As a result of the increased absorbance of 
the spiro-MeOTAD, a slight decrease in transmittance for the spiro-MeOTAD/AgNWs layer is 
observed in the range from 450 to 550 nm in Figure 5-3 (b). Meanwhile, these optimized conditions 
can be expected to enhance the device performance, because thermally assisted O2 annealing 
facilitates p-doping of the spiro-MeOTAD layer. 27 The AgNWs film has over 80% transmittance 
between 400–1000 nm in the visible/near-infrared light spectrum. The spiro-MeOTAD/AgNWs film, 
which controls the transfer of photons to the absorber, has a transmittance of approximately 80% at 
550 nm.   
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Figure 5-8 (a) Optical image, and (b) Band diagram of perovskite solar cells onto titanium substrate 
with AgNWs as top electrode. 
 
- Device results 
 
Figure 5-4 (a) shows the current-voltage (J-V) characteristic curves of the FPSC on Ti metal substrate 
using AgNWs as the top electrode. Notably, the incident light was introduced from the AgNWs side. 
The best-performing photovoltaic parameter is provided in the inset. The device with AgNWs as the 
top electrode delivered an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.918 V, a short-circuit current density (Jsc) of 
16.48 mA/cm-2, a fill factor (FF) of 0.49, and a PCE of 7.45%. The low FF in these photovoltaic 
devices may be due to a barrier to charge transport between the spiro-MeOTAD and AgNWs layers. 
As shown in Figure 5-8 (b), a large energy discrepancy exists between spiro-MeOTAD (5.22 eV) and 
AgNWs (4.5 eV), which would create an energetic barrier. 28 As shown in Figure 5-4 (b), the incident-
photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) was observed in the incident light wavelength range 
from 300–800 nm. Additional improvements to the photocurrent and efficiency can be anticipated by 
engineering the thickness of the spiro-MeOTAD layer, replacing the hole-transfer material (HTM) 
entirely, or changing the deposition method for the top electrode, such as laminating the electrode by 
drop-casting onto a separate substrate and then transferring to the top of the HTM. Mechanical 
durability is important for flexible photovoltaic devices. The stability of efficiency for Ti-based 
FPSCs exhibits high durability, as shown in Figure 5-4 (c). The performance of the devices does not 
significantly deteriorate after bending 100 times with a bending radius of approximately 10 mm. The 
post-bending PCE of these devices retains 97.4% of their initial values, comparable to previous 
reports on other flexible devices. 22 
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5.4 Conclusion  
 
Flexible Ti-metal-based inorganic-organic halide perovskite solar cells were successfully fabricated, 
employing a layer of AgNWs as the top electrode. The solution-processed AgNWs electrode was 
carefully controlled by spray-coating to minimize losses in photovoltaic performance. Consequently, a 
high efficiency over 7% was achieved, together with good bending stability of 97% of the initial 
efficiency. This result supports the high potential of AgNWs as materials for top electrodes in flexible 
perovskite devices. Moreover, the indium-free metal substrate and full solution-processing provides 
this device architecture with lower cost, and may thus be applied to the commercialized fabrication of 
photovoltaics.   
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5.5 Experimental 
 
Preparation of a CH3NH3I (MAI) 
 
The CH3NH3I (MAI) was synthesized by mixing 24 mL of methylamine (40% in methanol, TCI) and 
10 mL of hydroiodic acid (57 wt% in water, Aldrich) and 100 mL ethanol in a 250 mL round 
bottomed flask at 0 ℃ for 2 h with stirring. The suspension was dried at 50 ℃ in rotary evaporator 
and the crystals were obtained. The raw product of MAI was dissolved in ethanol, recrystallized with 
diethyl ether. Followed by filtration, the final MAI was collected and dried at 60 ℃ in a vacuum oven 
for 24 h.  
 
 
Device fabrication 
 
Electro-polished Ti foils (GoodFellow, 99.6 wt.% purity) were prepared in the form of ~15 × 15 × 
0.127 mm3. Polished Ti foils was sequentially washed with acetone, ethanol, isopropanol, and distilled 
water. Ti substrate was patterned using SiO2 layer (~200 nm) by RF sputtering at deposition rate of 
1.29 Å s-1 with a RF power of 600 W and under 10 mTorr. Subsequently, a compact layer of TiO2 
(~30nm) was deposited onto the surface of the FTO substrate by spray pyrolysis on hotplate at 450 ℃. 
The substrate was dipped in 40mM solution of TiCl4 for 30 min at 70 ℃ in oven, followed by baking 
at 500 ℃ for 15 min in muffle furnace. Mesoporous TiO2 (mp-TiO2) layer of ~250nm was fabricated 
by spin-coating a diluted TiO2 paste (Dyesol, 18NR-T) in ethanol, and then heating the substrate at 
500 ℃ for 30 min. A CH3NH3PbI3 precursor solution was prepared by mixing PbI2 (99%, obtained 
from Aldrich) with synthesized MAI in the mixture solvent of N,N-dimethylformamide : N-Methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (1:1, v/v) in 1 M concentration, which was heated 70 ℃ for 12 hr. The perovskite film 
was deposited by spin coating (at 500 rpm for 5s, 5000 rpm for 20s) 100 μL of CH3NH3PbI3 solutions 
onto the mp-TiO2/dense TiO2/FTO substrate. 100 mL of toluene in final spin-stage was quickly 
dropped onto the center of the substrate during spin coating. The substrate was then heated to 100 ℃ 
for 1 h on hot plate. Following the hole transporting material (HTM) was deposited by spin coating 
(speed 3000 rpm, time 30s). The solution of HTM was prepared by dissolving 72.3 mg spiro-
MeOTAD, 17.5 μL lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)imide/acetonitrile (500 mg mL-1), and 28.8 
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μL 4-tert-butylpyridine in 1 mL chlorobenzene. Finally AgNWs (Aldrich) as the cathode was carefully 
deposited by spray coating. The purchased AgNWs was diluted in IPA solution. The active area of the 
device was 0.135 cm2 defined by mask.  
Charaterization and measurement 
 
The absorption and transmittance measurements were performed by a UV/Vis/NIR spectroscopy 
(Cary 5000, Agilent). The morphology features of the prepared samples were observed with a field 
emission-scanning electron micro-scopy (FE-SEM, Nano230, FEI). Sheet resistance of AgNWs films 
was measured by hole effect measurement system (HMS-5500, Ecopia). The cross section of the 
devices were imaged by focused ion beam (Helios 450HP, FEI). X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectras 
were obtained with a Bruker D8 Advance, equipped with Cu Kα radiation. The samples were scanned 
from 5° to 60° (scanning step 1o min-1). The photovoltaic measurements were conducted using solar 
simulator (AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm-2, Sol3A, class AAA, Oriel) as a light source with the calibrated 
light intensity to 1 sun using a reference Si solar cell (PV Measurements, Inc.). Photocurrent 
density−voltage (J−V) curves of the photovoltaics were recorded with reverse scan (from open-circuit 
to short-circuit under the forward bias voltage). The photovoltaic parameters were extracted from J−V 
curve. PV measurement (PV Measurements, Inc., QEX7 series) was used to determine the 
monochromatic incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE). For stability test, devices were bent 
over a roll with diameter of ~8 mm in outward directions. 
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Chapter 6 Efficient fiber-shaped perovskite photovoltaics using silver 
nanowires as top electrode 
 
This chapter reproduced with permission from M. Lee, et al, J. Mater. Chem. A, 2015, 3, 19310 
Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. 
 
 
 
6.1 Overview 
 
Methyl ammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3) perovskite solar cell in a flexible fiber shape is 
developed via a fully dipping process with a mixed solvent of N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF) and n-
methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) followed by toluene dipping. We introduce the first-ever effective n-type 
compact layer through facile anodizing of titanium wire, achieving a considerable power conversion 
efficiency of 3.85%, which remained stable during bending; spray-deposited silver nanowires 
(AgNWs) are used as the top electrode instead of gold. The ease of fabrication, low cost of materials, 
and all-solid-state structures result in a simple approach to developing electronic textiles for 
harvesting solar energy and blazes a new trail in the field of fiber-shaped photovoltaics. 
 
 
6.2 Introduction 
 
Organic-inorganic hybrid halide perovskite materials (CH3NH3PbX3 X=Cl, Br, I) have been raised to 
the front of light absorbers as a leading runner for the new era of photovoltaics due to their advantages 
such as  low processing cost, tunable band gap and ability to absorb light over the entire visible 
spectrum.1 Especially, since the photovoltaic behavior of organo lead halide perovskite compounds 
was first reported,2 the performance of perovskite solar cells (PSCs) has been increasingly enhanced 
by substituting a solid-state hole conductor for the liquid electrolyte3. In addition, the distinctive 
properties of perovskite material - ambipolar transport,4 long electron-hole diffusion length,5 shallow 
traps6, and solution processing7 - have enabled various approaches to perovskite solar cell structures. 
These approaches include planar heterojunction, mesoscopic TiO2 scaffold (m-TiO2), and meso-
superstructured PSC.4, 8-9 Consequently, Seok et al 10 recently attained a certified power conversion 
efficiency (PCE) of 20.1% in PSCs. Flexible PSCs with a high energy conversion efficiency of up to 
12.2% have been also developed.11 These achievements reflect the potential for PSC application in 
electronic devices that require flexible and high-performance light harvesting. 
In modern electronics, low weight, flexibility, and portability are regarded as indispensable features; 
fiber-based structures are also highly desirable for future electronic systems that require functions to 
be woven into flexible electronic textiles.12 The development of fiber-based electronic device 
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structures is, therefore, highly desirable in state-of-the-art energy harvesting systems. Recently, Peng 
et al.13 fabricated coaxial fiber-shaped perovskite solar cells (CFPSCs), which have a PCE of  
 
Figure 6-1 Schematic showing structures of fiber-shaped perovskite solar cells using silver nanowires 
as top electrode. 
 
3.3%, In that work, perovskite materials were incorporated into between m- TiO2 on compact layer 
based on stainless steel and multi-walled carbon nanotube sheets (MWCNTs) as an electrode. 
The CFPSCs were superior to any other coaxial one-dimensional fiber-shaped photovoltaic devices 
from the point of view of both performance and stability. However, obtaining a continuous compact 
layer of TiO2 (c-TiO2) and depositing uniform m-TiO2 for a photoanode was quite challenging. In 
addition, the winding of MWCNTs onto the hole-transport material (HTM) is cost-prohibitive and 
impractical for large-scale production.  
In this communication, we demonstrate an innovative dimple compact layer of TiO2 (dc-TiO2) and the 
applicability of AgNWs as transparent electrodes in the CFPSCs (Figure 6-1). The dimple structure as 
a compact layer played an important role in de- positing additional m-TiO2, the retention of fiber 
structures during annealing, and resilience during bending. Moreover, AgNWs were easily fabricated 
via solution process engineering. This completely solution-processed CFPSC exhibited a high PCE of 
3.85% and endured repeated mechanical deformation. These results indicate the potential for large-
scale fabrication of these CFPSCs via roll-to-roll processing14 and enabled their use in a broad 
spectrum of applications including clothing-integrated photovoltaics. 
 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
 
To produce the desired CFPSCs, 127-μm-diameter titanium wire was prepared. In the case of stainless 
steel, it is well established that thin Fe2O3 films formed on the surface during the annealing process 
(400-500 C), hinder electron transport to the substrate.15 For Ti, the semiconductor oxide layer may 
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function in a similar manner to m-TiO2, and aid in the electron transport. The dimple structure was 
formed by modifying Ti wires through electrochemical anodization and the m-TiO2  
Figure 6-2 Surface analysis of dc-TiO2. SEM images of (a) polished Ti (b) dc-TiO2/Ti. Each scale bar 
represents 1 μm. AFM images of (c) polished Ti (d) dc-TiO2/Ti (e) EDX images of dc-TiO2/Ti. (f) 
Thickness of the oxide layer. Samples were prepared after annealing at 450 C. 
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layer was deposited thereon. The photoactive layer was then coated with a mixture of DMF, NMP, 
and CH3NH3PbI3 compounds and subsequently dipped in toluene, thereby resulting in highly uniform 
layers. Solution-based AgNWs were then sprayed onto these layers of HTM. For comparison, we  
Figure 6-3 (a) Surface morphology of perovskite films after one step of toluene dipping. The scale bar 
represents 500 nm. (b) J-V curves of the CFPSCs. 
 
Table 6 Photovoltaic parameters measured under 100 mW cm-2 simulated AM 1.5 G illumination. 
 
 
prepared Ti wire, which was electro-polished in order to remove the rough outermost layer16, and 
annealed in air. The characteristics of dc-TiO2 were examined by using a field-emission transmission 
electron microscope (FE-TEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), X-ray diffraction 
(XRD), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Details of the complete device fabrication procedure 
and characterization are provided in the experimental part. Figure 6-2 (a) and 2 (b) show the scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) images of the polished Ti wire and dimple compact layer structure, 
respectively. The dc-TiO2 was obtained in two steps, namely: (i) an anodization process of Ti wire and 
(ii) the removal of the nanotube layer. Specifically, Ti wire was exposed to a sufficiently high anodic 
voltage in an electrochemical environment and then ultrasonically vibrated in order to remove the 
grown nanotubes from the surface, thereby resulting in well-formed dimples. When we anodized the 
Ti wire at a low bath temperature, the nanotubes could not be detached from the surface even after 
ultrasonically treating for tens of minutes; ultrasonication was usually completed within 5 min. The 
diameter of the dimples varied mainly with the applied voltage (Figure 6-5). The optimal dc-TiO2, 
which had the highest PCE of 3.85%, was obtained by anodizing for 4 h at 60 V and at a bath 
 Eff (%) Voc (V) 
Jsc 
(mA cm-2) 
FF 
Polished  
Dimple  
1.14 
3.21 
0.565 
0.732 
6.97 
11.87 
0.29 
0.37 
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temperature of 15 C. This anodization was performed in organic electrolytes containing fluoride ions 
and was followed by an ultrasonic treatment in a solution of H2O and hydrogen peroxide in a volume 
ratio of 7:3. Adding hydrogen peroxide to the H2O enabled easy removal of the nanotubes during  
 
Figure 6-4 (a) J-V curve of the most efficient CFPSC. (b) Cross-sectional image of the complete 
device. The scale bar represents 500 nm. (c) Dependence of the efficiency stability of the CFPSC on 
the bending cycle. 
 
sonication; however, increasing the amount of hydrogen peroxide resulted in chemical etching of the 
dc-TiO2.17 
Figure 6-2 (c) and 2 (d) show AFM images of each Ti wire. The surface area of Ti wires was 
measured as 1 μm ⅹ 1 μm. The actual surface area of polished Ti wire was 1.05 μm2 - an increase of 
5.03%, whereas that of dc-TiO2 was identified to be 1.18 μm2-an increase of 18.1%; in fact, the 
dimple structure resulted in a 12.3% increase in the surface area.  It is noteworthy that the 
improvement in electrical contact area between Ti-wire and m-TiO2 enhance the performance of 
photovoltaics as a result of the reduced electrical resistance of the TiO2/Ti-wire interface.18-19   
Obtaining uniform m-TiO2 on the polished TiO2 (Figure 6-3) was quite difficult. In contrast, the 
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surface of the dc-TiO2 was entirely covered with m-TiO2, indicating that the deposition of m-TiO2 
onto dc-TiO2 (Figure 6-6) is favored. We also found that, in contrast to the case of the polished TiO2,  
 
Figure 6-5 SEM images of Titanium wire anodized for 4h at different voltage and temperature. The 
insets of (a)-(f) are dimple structure of each Titanium wire. 
(a) 40V, 0℃ (b) 60V, 0℃ (c) 40V, 5℃ (d) 60V, 5℃ (e) 40V, 15℃ (f) 60V, 15℃ 
 
the dimple structure on the Ti wire acted as a frame work that protected the wire from thermal 
contraction during annealing. The As shown above, the diameter of dimples was varied by applied 
voltage like that of TNTs. Note that TNTs grown on Ti-wire at low bath temperature were hardly 
detached even with extended peeling off time. Interestingly, the dept of each dimple seems to be 
manipulated by bath temperature due probably to rapid ion mobility induced by higher temperature. 
Thermally oxidized layer of dc-TiO2 and the polished Ti wire were further characterized using EDX, 
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as shown Figure 6-2 (e), (f), and Figure 6-7. This 30-nm-thick oxide layer confirmed that the layer of 
the dimple structure consisted of an oxide. The peaks in the XRD pattern of the dc-  
 
 
 
Figure 6-6 SEM images of the surface morphology for different substrate after annealing m-TiO2 on 
(a) polished Ti (b) dimple TiO2/Ti substrate. 
 
 
 
Figure 6-7 EDX analysis for polished Ti substrate after annealing at 450 ℃. 
 
TiO2 all corresponded to the rutile crystal structure of TiO2 (Figure 6-8). In addition, the precursors of 
perovskite infiltrated the m-TiO2 by means of dip coating without the problem of pore filling as in the 
case of TNT perovskite solar cells.20 The resulting surface morphology is shown in Figure 6-3a. As 
the figure shows, a homogeneous  
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perovskite capping layer, which is crucial for cell performance21, was not formed on the m-TiO2 even 
after prolonged dipping (Figure 6-9). Therefore, anti-solvent engineering, i.e., toluene dipping22-23 was  
 
Figure 6-8 XRD spectras after annealing at 450 ℃ (a) dimple TiO2/Ti (b) polished Ti. 
 
 
 
Figure 6-9 Surface morphology of perovskite film with 1step method without toluene dipping. Scale 
bar represent 1 μm. 
 
conducted in order to obtain a uniform surface. For comparison, the CFPSC with polished Ti wire was 
also fabricated via anti-solvent engineering, and a dense and uniform perovskite film (Figure 6-3 (a)) 
was obtained. Table 6 lists the short-circuit current density (Jsc), open-circuit voltage (Voc), fill factor 
(FF), and PCE obtained under standard air mass 1.5 (AM 1.5G) conditions, as extracted from the J-V 
curves (Figure 6-3 (b)). The data suggest that the CFPSC with dc-TiO2 exhibited superior 
performance compared to that of the CFPSC with polished Ti wire; in contrast, the PCE were 
relatively low owing to the low FF. This low FF stemmed mainly from the “s-shape” of the J-V curves 
(Figure 6-3 (b)). In this study, solution based AgNWs were adopted for top electrode because AgNWs 
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possess the merits of high transmittance, mechanical flexibility and a low sheet resistance. Such polar 
solvents are, however, relatively harmful to the perovskite film. Therefore, we controlled the  
 
 
Figure 6-10 Sprayed AgNWs on spiro-MeOTAD/glass. (a) Optical images of the samples (left : bare 
glass, right AgNWs on spiro-MeOTAD/glass) (b) SEM image of AgNWs (c) Transmittance spectra of 
AgNWs deposited on spiro-MeOTAD/glass. 
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spray conditions by diluting the AgNWs in IPA. The AgNWs had an average diameter and length of 
60 ± 5 nm and a few tens of micrometers, respectively. These AgNWs films exhibited moderate  
 
 
Figure 6-11 (a) SEM image of perovskite film prepared by two-step method (b) J-V curve of the most 
efficient CFPSC.  
 
transmittance of 350-900 nm (70%at 550 nm); Figure 6-10 shows the detailed characteristics of the 
AgNWs. The HOMO level of Spiro-MeOTAD is 5.22 eV, while the work function of the as-sprayed 
AgNWs is 4.5 eV, as shown in Figure 6-12. 24 The difference in the energy level of the as-sprayed 
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AgNWs and the Spiro-MeOTAD has a detrimental effect on hole transport, thereby resulting in S-
shaped  
 
 
Figure 6-12 Energy level diagram of CFPSCs. 
 
J-V curves.25 We applied a 1-min oxygen plasma treatment to the spray deposited AgNWs in order to 
reduce the barrier to charge transport.24, 26 After this treatment, the FF increased from 0.37 to 0.44. 
Furthermore, the best performing CFPSCs exhibited respective Jsc, Voc, and FF of 11.97 mA cm-2, 
0.731 V, and 44%, with a PCE of 3.85% under standard AM 1.5G conditions (inset of Figure 6-4 (a)). 
The corresponding J-V curve and cross-sectional FIB image of the CFPSC are shown in Figure 6-4 (a) 
and 4 (b), respectively. We observed from Figure 6-4 (b) that, despite being dipped in the anti-solvent, 
the perovskite photoactive layer was composed of two strata, which account for the high performance 
of the mesoscopic PSCs.21 To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest power conversion 
efficiency ever reported for CFPSCs. Furthermore, the flexibility of the CFPSCs was investigated by 
bending the devices. No severe deterioration in their performances was observed during 50 cycles and 
the changes of PCEs in accordance with bending cycle times are described in Figure 6-4 (c). Over 93% 
of the initial PCE value was retained, indicating that our device exhibits remarkable stability. 
 
6.4 Conclusion 
 
In summary, we have explored a high-efficiency coaxial fiber shaped perovskite photovoltaic that 
uses original dc- TiO2 and spray-deposited AgNWs as the top electrode. We found, via AFM 
measurements, considerably increased surface area in dimple surface allowing for increased contact 
between substrate and mesoscopic scaffold, which is able to effectively reduce electrical resistance 
and thus induce cell performance enhancement. Moreover, dipping the as-deposited perovskite 
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photoactive layer in anti-solvent resulted in full surface coverage and the formation of an upper layer. 
The AgNWs top electrode provides the highly conductive, transparent, and flexible top contact in an 
inverted device configuration. More importantly, the processes were all fully solution-based, and are 
therefore feasible for large-scale industrial production. We believe that these results will spur the 
development of fiber-shaped photovoltaics in organic halide lead perovskite in light of the demand for 
next-generation electronic technology. 
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6.5 Experimental 
 
Synthesis of CH3NH3I (MAI) 
 
CH3NH3I (MAI) was synthesized according to previous report. 10 mL of hydroiodic acid (57 wt% in 
water, Aldrich) was added to 24 mL of methylamine (40% in methanol, TCI) in a 250 mL round botto
med flask at 0 ℃, which reaction was kept with stirring for 2 h. The solvent was removed at 50 in rota
ry evaporator and the white precipitate was collected. The product of MAI was dissolved in ethanol, r
ecrystallized by diethyl ether, and this procedure was repeated twice. The final product was obtained b
y further drying at 60 ℃ in a vacuum oven for 24 h.   
 
Polishing  
Ti wires (Sigma-Aldrich, 127 um in diameter and purity of 99.99%) were ultrasonic treated in acetone, 
ethanol and isopropanol and then dried in air. Subsequently, the cleaned Ti wire was anodized in a 
mixed electrolyte of Ethanol (70ml), isopropanol (30ml), ZnCl2 25g and AlCl3 (4g) to polish surface. 
The electropolishing was carried out at 60V and 25℃ for 20s by using a Pt gauze as counter electrode. 
 
Anodization  
The dimple compact layer structure onto Ti-wire was prepared by electrochemically anodizing Ti wire 
in a two-electrode electrochemical configuration with a Ti wire as working electrode and a Pt gauze as 
counter electrode. Firstly, Ti wires were cleaned by ultrasonication in acetone, ethanol and propanol in 
order and then dried in air before use. The cleaned Ti wire was anodized in a 80 mL ethylene glycol 
(EG) solution containing 0.3 wt% NH4F and 4wt% deionized H2O at 40V, 60V for particular time and 
bath temperature of of 0, 5 and 15℃. The obtained TNT film was removed by ultrasonication for 10 
minutes, leaving behind ordered dimple structure. In order to completely exfoliate TNT, hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2, 37% in water) was added into deionized water up to 30% in volume ratio.  
Solar cell fabrication   
The modified Ti wire was sequentially washed with ethanol and distilled water. Ti wire was immersed 
in diluted TiO2 nanoparticle solution for making mesoporous TiO2 film, which was moved to muffle 
furnace and annealed at 450 ℃ for 30 min. After cooled to room temperature, resulting Ti wire was 
immersed in 40mM TiCl4 aqueous solution for 30 min at 70 ℃ in oven. Followed by washing with 
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distilled water and heating at 450 ℃ for 30min on hot plate. 1M CH3NH3PbI3 solution (DMF : NMP 
(1:1, v/v)) was prepared from PbI2 (Aldrich) and synthesized MAI powders. CH3NH3PbI3 film was 
deposited by simple dip coating to above solution for 10 s. For making uniform perovskite films, after 
dipping CH3NH3PbI3 solution for 10 s and directly moved to prepared toluene bottle and immersed in 
solution. Each of the prepared films was kept on hot plate at 100 ℃ for 30 min. Following the 
CH3NH3PbI3 film deposition, the hole transporting material (HTM) was coated by dipping into 
prepared HTM solution (72.3 mg spiro-MeOTAD, 17.5 μL lithium 
bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)imide/acetonitrile (500 mg mL-1), and 28.8 μL 4-tert-butylpyridine in 1 
mL chlorobenzene.). Finally silver nanowires solution (diluted in 2-propanol) was carefully deposited 
on the spiro-MeOTAD film by spray coating on hot plate at 70 ℃.  
 
Characterization and measurement   
X-ray diffractometer (XRD) patterns were obtained with a Bruker D8 Advance, equipped with Cu Kα 
radiation. The optical transmittance was identified with UV/Vis/NIR spectroscopy (Cary 5000, 
Agilent). Sheet resistance of AgNWs film on spiro-MeOTAD/glass was measured by hole effect 
measurement system (HMS-5500, Ecopia). Surface morphology was inspected using field emission-
scanning electron micro-scopy (FE-SEM, Nano230, FEI). The actual surface areas of modified Ti 
wires were measured using AFM (Multimode V, Veeco). The cross sectional microstructure and 
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) on surface of Ti wire after annealing at 450 ℃ for 30 
min were observed by High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope (JEM-2100F, JEOL). Full 
device of cross sectional image was observed using focused ion beam (Helios 450HP, FEI) with Ga 
ions (30 kV). The Ga ion beam etched the structure until a cross-sectional view could be obtained at a 
tilted angle. The photocurrent density-voltage (J-V) characteristic of the fabricated perovskite solar 
cells was carried out using solar simulator (AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm-2,Sol3A, class AAA, Oriel) as a 
light source with the calibrated light intensity to 1 sun using a reference Si solar cell (PV 
Measurements, Inc.). The photovoltaic parameters were analyzed from photocurrent J−V curve. 
Bending test was measured in devices as a function of the number of bending cycles in outward 
directions at a bending radius of ~15 mm. 
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Chapter 7 Summary 
 
The studies discussed in my thesis have successfully demonstrated integrating transparent conducting 
materials as top electrode into metal-based photovoltaic devices. I have tried to conduct following 
approach in order to achieve the high performance and durable devices. 
Firstly, I have introduced silver thin film as a semitransparent top electrode in metal based FPSCs. I 
have optimized the thickness of Ag layer for high efficiency of devices. It showed the highest 
efficiency of 6.15% with an Ag film 12 nm thick as the collecting electrode.  
Secondly, ITO was used as top electrode by RF sputtering on top of spiro-MeOTAD. PCE of the 
devices was shown exceeding 9 %, which was further improved up to over 11% by modification of 
top electrode with insertion of very thin Ag layer (1-3 nm). Moreover, bending test results indicated 
enhanced mechanical flexibility with increasing Ag thin film thickness. 3 nm of Ag inserted into ITO 
as top electrode in FPSCs was presented to have the highest durability, retaining 99% of its initial 
PCE. 
Thirdly, AgNWs were introduced by carefully controlled spray coating methods. High efficiency over 
7 % was achieved, together with the good banding stability as 97 % of initial value. Indium-free metal 
substrate and fully solution process enable it to provide cheaper cost, hence, would be applied 
practical application such as building photovoltaics. 
Finally, I have explored a high-efficiency coaxial fiber shaped perovskite photovoltaic that uses 
dimple TiO2 and spray-deposited AgNWs as the top electrode. Considerable PCE of 3.85% was 
achieved, which have remained stable during bending test. The ease of fabrication, low cost of 
materials, and all-solid-state structures result in a simple approach to developing electronic textiles for 
harvesting solar energy and blazes a new trail in the field of fiber-shaped photovoltaics. 
I believe that the development of flexible devices with promising perovskite materials will open a new 
chapter on solving the energy problem and applying to various fields. 
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